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ABSTRACT 

Sporting competition today tends to be ritualised within a 

variety of institutions and by many people who place a high value 

on achievement. Adolescents who are involved in competitive sport, 

are often placed in situations which make incredible demands upon 

their physical, emotional and cognitive capacities. The stress 

and anxiety which can come from the uncertainty about the outcome 

of any competitive game may lead to some adolescents displaying 

aggressive tendencies not usual to their general behavioural makeup. 

The purpose of this study was to find the reasons for the instigation 

of aggressive behaviour displayed by young sportsmen, and to provide 

sugges_tions for controlling and modifying this behaviour. 

The study included: 1. an examination of the nature of 

competition and its possible role in adolescent behaviour; 2. an 

analysis of the literature on aspects of aggression in order to 

define its nature and potentia 1 precursors; 3. the development of 

suitable survey instrument to gain information from a selected 

population of adolescent sports people; 4. an analysis of the data, 

to identify factors within adolescent sport that commonly result 

in aggressive behaviour, and; 5. provide suggestions for controlling 

or modifying that anti-social behaviour. 

The sample population for the study was drawn from three high 

schools in the Devonport area. The data was obtained by means of 

a questionnaire administered to 159 randomly chosen adolescents 

between the ages of 13 and 16 who participated in the spor'ts of 

football and basketbal 1, and a verbal interview carried out between 

the writer and those adolescents who were seen to exhibit aggressive 

tendencies on the sporting field. 

Analysis of the data revealed that the major precursors of 

aggressive behaviour were: 

1. frustration over umpiring decisions. 

2. frustration as a result of own errors in play whilst in an aroused 

state. 

3. a perceived threat of aggression from an opponent. 

4. an act of aggression from an opponent precedes retaliation. 

Parents, teachers and coaches must be made aware of the situations 

that can arouse aggressive tendencies 

situations. They can then help to 

(ii) 

in adolescents 

educate the young 

in sporting 

athlete to 



modify his aggression. This can be achieved by the initiation of 

coaching courses for all those people involved in the control of 

sporting teams; the improvement and upgrading of umpiring standards 

through regular clinics for both umpires and players; and the modifying 

of the young athletes thoughts on aggression by educating them at 

an early age of their sporting career on ways to handle potentially 

frustrating situations in a positive way. 
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1. 

CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Competition is today an all pervasive process, basic to our 

everyday style of 1 iving in both work and leisure, and also in family 

life itself. For this reason, competition tends to be ritualised 

within a variety of institutions. This is evident in work environ

ments, schools and sporting bodies where themes of achievement have 

high values placed upon them. It is within the schools and sporting 

bodies that young people are being organised by adults and asked 

to compete through institutionalised modes of individual and team 

sports. 

who 

the 

Behavioural models are constantly being presented to children 

participate in athletic competition. There is the problem of 

so-called 'ugly parent' in children's sport. The parent who 

uses his or her child's sport as an outlet for aggression, or to 

achieve previously elusive 

the child away from sport 

attitudes to the sport. 

sporting goals is in danger of turning 

or having him or her develop undesirable 

No one in the stands is shouting to encourage the players to 

have sympathy, concern and compassion for their opponents, or even 

advising them to be good sports. Very often, high school sports 

games become the occasion for all out war between the opposing schools, 

especially if they are traditional rivals. Even professional athletes 

who serve as exemplary models for many children may present inapprop

riate behaviour for emulation. Sports broadcasts frequently highlight 

flagrant rule violations, unnecessary roughness, fights, and disputes 

among athletes. Broadcasters may comment on these unsportsmanlike 

behaviours in approving or admiring ways. These lessons are not 

lost on child viewers. 

Competitive sports 

as the positive aspects 

incredible demands upon 

cognitive capacities. 

for 

of 

a 

children reveals the negative as 

this social influence for it does 

young persons physical, emotional 

well 

make 

and 

Competition, whatever it may be, contains 

some uncertainty about the outcome, and thus is potentially stressful. 

This stress or anxiety may be an experience that leads to some young

sters displaying aggressive tendencies not usual to their general 
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behavioural makeup. This aggressive behaviour is an overt verbal 

or physical act that can psychologically or physically injure another 

person. The aggressor has selected his behaviour from a number of 

alternatives available in a situation including non aggressive responses. 

THE NEED FOR THE STUDY 

What is the origin of aggressive behaviour in a young sports 

person and how does it become reinforced and maintained? 

People who are genuinely concerned for the sports with which 

they are associated, and that naturally includes the welfare of the 

players, realise that channelled aggression can increase the quality 

of the games, provide more satisfaction for the players, coaches, 

spectators, referees and others. 

THE AIMS OF THE STUDY 

Competitive sports for adolescents reveal the negative as well 

as the positive aspects of this social influence. 

The purposes of this study are: 

1. To identify situations in adolescent sport that commonly result 

in aggressive behaviour. 

2. To compare the perceptions of adolescents who play basketball 

and those who play football as a means of discriminating between 

situations. 

3. To provide suggestions for modifying aggressive behaviour on 

the basis of the data collected. 

The justifications for conducting this research are -

1. Aggressive behaviour is anti-social behaviour and if left unchecked, 

will result in an increased number of athletic injuries; 

2. Aggressive behaviour, if channelled into more assertive playing 

style has the potential to increase the quali"ty of the game and 

give more satisfaction to players, coaches and spectators. 

STUDY PROCEDURE 

The study was conducted in two parts: 

PART A QUESTIONNAIRE 

The writer wished to develop a pencil and paper assessment 

containing items relating to aggression in competition. 

were based on readings from a variety of literature 

to the development of the questionnaire section 

following the review of literature) and on the 

These questions 

sources, (refer 

in Chapter III 

writer's years 



of experience as a physical education teacher and as a coach of 

numerous sporting teams ranging from local to state level. These 

40 questions were then distributed to physical education teachers 

and senior sporting coaches and as a result of their recommendations, 

the writer decided to keep 21 of the initial 40 questions for the 

questionnaire. The writer then worked with a senior master of language 

who helped with the classification of questions, and also with 

the use of language appropriate to the age and understanding of 

the participants. The writer is confident that this questionnaire 

gives a valid indication of those factors involved in the aggressive 

behaviour of adolescent sportsmen. 

The questionnaire was divided into 3 sections: 

Section A involved those outside influences (such as coaches, parents, 

media and well known sporting identities etc.) and their effect 

on the aggressive tendencies of the participants. 

Section B asks for personal responses to questions relating to 

situations in sporting contests that may cause or actually have 

caused frustration and resultant acts of aggression. 

Section C was based on sport specific questions involving basketball 

or football situations, and the participants involved in that sport 

were asked to answer from their particular section. 

Three high schools in the city area were chosen for the study. 

From those schools, the subjects were asked to place themselves 

into 3 groups, those who played basketball only; those who played 

football only; and those who were involved in playing both sports. 

The subjects were male students ranging in age from 13 - 16 years. 

From the initial categories, the participants were randomly chosen. 

Of 180 questionnaires issued, there were 159 returned. From those 

surveys received, summary checklists were prepared, and the responses 

were transferred to these on basis of age, sport participated in, 

and section responses. The summary checklists formed the basis 

for the discussion on the instigation of athletic aggression in 

the adolescent sportsmen. 

PART B - PLAYER INTERVIEWS 

The second part of the study involved the writer attending 

coastal and local high school football and underage basketball games. 

If an act of reactive aggresion was apparent within the game situation, 

the writer interviewed the offending sportsman to gain reasons for 

the aggressive acts in the sporting situation. 

3. 



LIMITATIONS 

1. The techniques used in the study rely heavily on the truthfulness 

of the participants in answering the questionnaire and the verbal 

interview. 

2. The study is 1 imited by the reading and comprehension skills 

of the individuals answering the questionnaire. 

3. The study is limited to sportsmen in the Devonport area only. 

DELIMITATIONS 

1. The study is limited to the age group 13 to 16 years. 

2. The study is limited to only two sports, those being Australian 

Rules football and basketball. 

3. The study is 1 imited to three city high schools chosen on the 

basis of having similar opportunities and environments and having 

a wide variance of social status. 

4. The study is limited to the collection of information that 

concentrates on aggression~in junior sport. 

4. 



CHAPTER 11 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

This chapter deals with a review of literature relating to 

the nature of competition as a potent agent in the socialization 

of the child and a significant force in motivating behaviour. 

From this we examine the role of aggression in athletic performance 

by defining the aggression nomenclature and then examining the 

theories and research on the antecedents of aggression and control 

of aggression. 

COMPETITION: DEFINING THE TERM 

In an attempt to explain why people compete a number of theorists 

have offered differing and often conflicting interpretations. 

The two most prominent interpretations are those of Festinger (1954) 

and Church (1963). For Festinger, competition is one example of 

a "social comparison process". Through a "uni-directional drive" 

for self evaluation, competition is one means of acquiring evaluation 

on one's own ability relative to others in the specific situation 

in which 

otherwise 

objective 

available. 

criteria for this evaluative 

Alternatively, Church has 

process are not 

based his theory 

on the distribution of available rewards in the performance situation. 

That is, because only one can succeed, the competitive situation 

rewards the most effective performer thereby reinforcing motives 

to compete. Comparing these two interpretations, Festinger' s theory 

is based on the process of social comparison, while Church's theory 

is based on the reinforcing capacities of the actual "situation". 

Hence, the former is seen as a process, the latter, a situation 

varying in reward potential. 

Martens (1975) examined these theories closely in an attempt 

to determine the underlying components of competition. It is his 

belief that competition is not only a social process, but it is 

identifiable by the presence of objective standards known to performers 

which may be socially evaluated. Martens stated, "An objective 

competitive situation is defined as a situation in which the comparison 

5. 



of an individual's performance is made with some standard in the 

presence of at least one other person, who is aware of the criterion 

for comparison and can evaluate the comparison process. A standard 

can 1 be another individual's performance, an idealized performance 

level, or his own past performance. The primary feature distinguishing 

a competitive situation from other comparison situations is that 

the criterion for comparison is known by the person in a position 

to evaluate the performance." (p. 71) 

Competition, as a process, is then conceptualized in four distinct 

stages 

1. The objective competitive situation: the situation in which 

the criterion or standard for success is located and may be 

socially evaluated; 

2. The subject's competitive situation: the perceptions and appraisal 

the individual has of the objective situation; 

3. The response: the individual's decision to approach or avoid 

the situation in which the performance is evaluated. The response 

may be physiological, psychological, or behavioural. It is 

at this phase of the process that "dispositions" to compete 

become evident. 

4. The consequences: these may be positive or negative depending 

upon the individual's degree of success relative to his own 

expectations. (Watson 1975). 

The implications of this competitive process can be extensive. 

Because the process is one of performance relative to an objective 

standard which is socially evaluated, failure to meet this standard 

could lead to a "drop out" and negative evaluation on ones ability. 

For children subjected to this negative response there may arise 

anxiety or stress factors which could lead to unsportsmanlike qualities 

or permanent avoidance of competitive situations. 

6. 
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SOCIAL CONTEXT OF COMPETITION 

Competition consists of activities directed more or less 

consistently toward meeting a standard of achieving a goal in which 

performance by a person or by a group is compared and evaluated relative 

to that of selected other persons or groups. Competition implies 

a social context involving certain other people. Not any person 

will do, for there is invariably a selective process determining 

to whom one's performance is compared, what the standards ::or goals 

shall be, and who does the evaluating. 

Such social context is not quite as important for individual 

as for group or team competition (which is inevitably both co-operative 

and competitive in 

understanding the 

structure). 

setting of 

The social context is necessary 

standards and goals for one's 

for 

own 

performance. We regard behaviour as "self competitive" only when 

the definition of the standards to be attained is socially acceptable 

as opposed to entirely unique or arbitrary individual definitions. 

It follows then, that the individual child's level of aspiration, 

expectations and standards for performance including those defining 

excellence or achievement in some respect, are related to social 

standards held by some othar persons typically peers, parents or 

teachers, coaches,or a combination of the whole. The child's experiences 

of success or failure in various activities are relative to such 

standards and are, therefore, defined by the social context, even 

though the experiences are private affairs. 

As William Jones pointed out, experiences of success or failure 

are invariably relative to one's pretensions. · Personal pretensions 

are built up slowly in the school of hard knocks, and are relative 

to one's performances in actual situations. They are coloured by 

social expectations of those people who are significant to a person 

and hence are social as well as personal (Lewin, et Al, 1944). 

Similarly, what is called achievement or excellence is much 

less strictly personal and much more a social definition, both of 

the value of the activity itself in the eyes of others and the levels 

of performance defined as superior. 
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It is obvious that no performance can be achieved devoid of 

the influence of the social environment in which it occurs. The 

athletic environment, in broad terms, varies in its competitiveness, 

the influence of others in the situation, the degree of frustration 

perceived, the felt expectations made of performance encountered 

by the athlete, and other related factors. 

Within an analysis of athletic performance there is a synthesis 

of three areas of study. The first, Psychology, is applied to the 

study of the individual athlete and his motives, personality structure 

and general behavioural characteristics. Second is Social Psychology, 

which attempts to explain the influence of the athletic environment 

upon individual performance - a set of interrelated processes including 

audience effects, competition, aggression and goals to be achieved. 

The third area is the Sociology of Sport which explains the character

istics of group phenomena and the forms of interaction which emerge 

in sport situations. 

In light of the developments of this theoretical base it is 

understandable that a variety of approaches to athletic performance 

and behaviour in sport situations in general, should emerge. There 

are three major interpretations of the factors affecting performance: 

BEHAVIOURISTS 

In the behaviourist theme, attention is directed to the independent 

variables or antecedents which indirectly affect performance. 

Alderman (1974) contends that "The content here is simply that 

understanding a construct such as anxiety is more important in 

and of itself than just understanding its effects in performance 

of a skilled task. In order to receive valid information on the 

latter, one must thoroughly understand the former first. This has 

not generally been the case in the past, thus reducing the value 

of information gathered from strictly performance research". 

Alderman considers performance to be dependent upon the four 

dimensions of fitness skill, physical endowment, and psychological 

or behavioural attributes. He believes that all athletes have underlying 

needs which must be fulfilled and these interact with specific 

personality factors which orient the athlete to competitive situations. 

Central to Alderman's position is that a variety of incentives 

provide one of the motivational bases generating the desire to 
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enter athletic environments, particularly in the case of the younger 

child. 

Rushall (1975) believes that athletic performance is dependent 

upon available rewards, and that it can be directly modified by the 

use of what he terms "applied behaviour analysis". This view is 

at variance with the foregoing behaviourists in that it rejects the 

need for inclusion of the athlete's own perception of the situation. 

In this sense it could be described as a "mechanical" interpretation 

of performance. 

THE SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGISTS 

The Social Psychologist's approach to performance differs from 

the behaviourists due to a focus upon "social influence processes", 

those components of the athletic environment which indirectly affect 

performance outcomes. While the behaviourists are concerned with 

'intra individual' aspects (motivation, personality, aggression, 

achievement, affiliation), the Social Psychologists are concerned 

with social processes; phenomena which influence physical activity 

(competition cooperation, social learning) and the individual's percep

tion of the athletic situation (attitudes, personality dispositions). 

The Social Psychologist most representative of this position is Martens 

(1975). 

Martens considers two major factors associated with performance: 

the basic social processes of social facilitation, imitation,, social 

reinforcement and competition; and the socialization functions of 

physical activity and their influence upon interpersonal competence, 

aggression, attitudes and personality. Martens believes that the 

relationship between physical activity and social psychology is 

two-sided, an interpretation which he feels has been largely overlooked 

by physical educators and other practitioners in the field of athletic 

performance (1975:8). 

Martens suggests that performance is affected by a social environ

ment, the content of which may be analyzed, measured, and explained 

in terms of its overall effect on physical activity. At the same 

time, athletic performance affects social behaviour an important 

consideration for those utilizing sport and games as an educational 

device. One of the most important influences on performance is the 

impact of others in the athletic situation. In this regard, Martens 

has combined theories related to social facilitation and competition 

to produce an explanation for variability according to levels of 

skill development. 
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SOCIAL THEORISTS 

Their major concern involves the social factors which influence 

behaviour in sport situations. The athlete's participation and career 

obviously does not occur in a vacuum. To become an athlete involves 

a complex process of socialization, varying by age, sex, social class, 

education and a host of other sociological variables. 

The social theorist attempts to explain this process by treating 

play, games and sports as distinct social environments which make 

specific demands upon behaviour and possesses functions for both 

the athlete and society. The concern is, therefore, not with perform

ance itself, but the characteristics of the social environment which 

indirectly affect performance outcomes. These characteristics include 

social values of achievement and affiliation which indirectly govern 

social behaviour. The female athlete is socialized into sport roles 

which are oriented to different values to those of males. The athlete 

from a lower class social background is socialized into roles which 

differ from athletes of middle class origins due to differing education

al opportunities, and indeed, due quite frequently to the attraction 

of quite different sporting environments. 

In effect, sociological variables explain differences in athlete's 

orientations to sport, and therefore, differences in the outcomes 

of athletic performance. 

Although the three approaches differ in their area of major 

concern, they share the common belief that athletic performance is 

a most complex phenomenon. Performance is the outcome of an interaction 

between psychological.functioning and the surrounding social environment 

created by the athletic situation. Sport sociologists have shown 

considerable interest in the socialization process. The primary 

concern has been with the influence that various components of the 

socialization process have on the preference for sport involvement 

and with how social roles are learned in sporting activities. 
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SOCIALIZATION PROCESSES AND SPORTING INVOLVEMENT 

Whereas psychological and physiological processes may account 

for involvement and performance in sport at a given point in time, 

the sociological processes and parameters function early in life 

and continue to be influential over a longer period of time. 

The process of development occurs in a social context in which 

parents, siblings and peers are very important in providing the 

medium for testing one's own performance and for learning the reciprocal 

nature of rules and standards. Teachers and coaches are important, 

but all of these significant figures are surrounded like it or 

not, by a cultural context that is at least equally significant 

for the child's development. 

For example, whereas the biological sciences may be able to 

explain physical and structural differences between those who are 

involved in sport and those who are not, between those who are 

successful and those who are not, between male and female athletes, 

and between those of different racial origins, they cannot explain 

why two children with apparently similar structural characteristics 

become involved in different sports or why one doesn't become involved 

in sport. Similarly, they cannot explain why individuals in one 

country are more involved or successful in a particular sport than 

those from another country with a similar population and geographical 

features, or why one region of a country produces more elite athletes 

than another region. 

In~olvement in sport, as in all other forms of social behaviour, 

is often determined by the social structures of the environment 

in which the social action occurs. Thus, in order to better understand 

the child in a competitive sport environment, it must be recognized 

that sport is but one of many systems in which the child interacts. 

There are various social systems to which a child may be exposed 

which includes the family; the church, the extended family; the 

school (teachers, coaches); the peer group; minor sports organizations 

(coaches, parents peers, officials); the mass media. Within each 

of these systems, a set of values and social norms determines the 

attitudes and behavioural patterns that may be exhibited, the positive 

sanctions which reward normative behaviour and the negative sanctions 



which discourages behaviour that may deviate from that which is 

considered socially acceptable. 

That is, much of the variation in involvement and subsequent 

success in sport is accounted for by the social milieu in which one 

is socialized as a child. Heredity and hard physical work alone 

will not account for involvement and success in sport. Rather, 

ascribed social categories and cultural and ethnic values, norms 

and ideology which are found in a variety of micro and macro social 

systems must be considered in any attempt to explain children's involve

ment in competitive sport. (Rooney, 1974) 

Although little is known about how children learn to play 

competitive sport roles, it is apparent that the earlier the age 

at which an individual becomes involved in sport, the greater the 

level of success attained. How else do we understand the earliest 

buds of competition in family rivalry for the best room; who plays 

the good guy or the bad guy. If, as evidence indicates, the social 

context for competition is crucial, it is nonsense to speak of "born 

winners and born losers". There are, and always will be individual 

differences. But the 'winners' and the 'losers' are shaped in a 

variety of ways by their social context, at times obviously and at 

others more subtley. It is more accurate to state that winners are 

made and losers are made by their experiences in a social context 

of other people who, to a major degree, shape their selection of 

targets for their efforts and the structure of standards and goals 

related to those efforts. The social context in which competitive 

behaviour develops affects not only its rate of development but also 

the targets for competition, that is, what is important to the child 

and what can be left. 

Kenyon and McPherson (1973) investigated factors which influence 

individuals to achieve high standards of sporting competitiveness. 

Many respondents indicated that interest in physical activity was 

aroused at school and that other students and teachers valued the 

importance of it as an extracurricular activity. Thus, a social 

situation which values certain patterns of behaviour and provides 

opportunities for the learning of that behaviour influences which 

roles will be1 learned. Ln addition to the social situation, significant 

others with whom the respondents interacted also contributed to the 

the socialization process. This influence from peer groups and school 

personnel appeared to be sport specific. 

12. 
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There is a positive relationship between parents' interests 

in sport and the respondent's sport involvement. This is true for 

both sexes and all three dimensions of sport involvement (behavioural, 

affective, and cognitive). Watson (1975) noted that children perceive 

their parents as being an important reference group for sport involve-

ment. He also found that families with children involved in community 

sport programs share a more intensive involvement in the community 

and place a higher value on the participation of their children in 

community activities. 

Socialization is a process whereby individuals learn skills, 

trait values, attitudes, norms, sanctions, knowledges, and dispositions 

associated with the performance of present or anticipated social 

roles. There are two categories of social learning: socialization 

into social roles, and socialization via social roles. In the first 

category individuals, formally and informally, are socialized into 

specific sport roles such as that of athlete and sport consumer 

Socialization via the occupancy of sport roles refers to more general 

attitudes, values, skills and dispositions such as sportsmanship, 

character etc. which may or may not be acquired while playing specific 

sport roles. 

A child's sport milieu 

expectations that are more 

a child milieu. The result 

often consists of values, norms and 

appropriate for an adult rather than 

is a social environment in which there 

is a poor fit between the behaviour exhibited and the externally 

induced values and norms are reflected in the demands or expectations 

of parents, teachers, and coaches. Often, these demands exceed the 

physical or social maturation level of the child. (McPherson 1976). 

Quite often children are placed under pressure to win by people who 

are in charge of their sporting involvement - parents, coaches, teachers. 

Children have a great desire to please these authority figures. 

It becomes very important to them. As a consequence, winning and 

losing take on significant roles. By winning a sporting contest, 

they can receive praise, caring and security from their caretakers. 

This is a secondary gain for their emotional development. Losing 

can create frustrations and anxieties that the child cannot cope 

with at his level of development, and this could lead to negative 

social dispositions. 



SETTING AND ATTAINING STANDARDS FOR ASPIRATION 

Competit~ve activities as have been mentioned, refer to performance 

that is compared to standards set by other persons and assessed by 

other persons. However, until the child is able to establish abstract 

standards and goals for his own performance, he or she is not able 

to compete consistently nor to cooperate in team play directed 

consistently toward attaining some standards. This capacity to 

establish and strive toward one's own aspiration at an abstract level 

of performance, often in the absence of tangible concrete rewards, 

develops 

child to 

slowly 

child. 

during the age periods 8-13 

Too often, adults who are 

years, and varies from 

associated with younger 

aged people fail to recognize these facts, hence present tasks to 

younger children that they may be able to perform but that require 

conceptual abilities in goal setting and goal regulation too advanced 

for their age. 

In a given activity, there is a strong tendency to maintain 

one's level of aspiration despite the fluctuations in actual performance, 

particularly if the activity is highly valued by the child. the 

absolute level of the standard set by children for their own performance 

depends upon knowledge of their own performance, with the highest 

levels being set by~he best performers (Clarke,&Clarke, 1961). However, 

the crucial determinant of a child's experiences of success or failure 

is not how high or how low the standard is set, but the difference 

between their actual performance and the standard. 

In terms at this difference, the peculiar and unfortunate effect 

of the level of aspiration set by the child is to assure the better 

performer more frequent experiences of success than the child who 

may be trying just as hard, but performs less well. Specifically, 

performers in the higher ranks on a physical task tend to set their 

aspiration level near or below their performance level, thus assuring 

frequent success experiences (Clarke & Stratton, 1962; Hilgard et 

al, 1940; Anderson & Brandt, 1939). Children in the lower ranks 

of performance erect standards tor performance lower than the superior 

performance but often much higher than their own performance 

capabilities. These high standards even though unrealistic, are 

set by failure backgrounded children as a way of avoiding the personal 

consequences of failure. The larger the gap between expectations 
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and aspiration and actual performance level, the less the satisfaction 

a child can gain by slow improvement in performance, for the gap 

remains large ·despite the child's efforts. 

Improvement in performance therefore, has quite different meaning 

for the one who performs well and the one who is average or below. 

The latter is still failing in his own eyes because his aspiration 

level is still distant, while the successful child has set the 

aspiration level near enough to performance level that improvement 

spells increased experience of success. 

Ultimately, these somewhat self-fulfilling differences between 

the high and average or low performer start to make sense when we 

find where the child gets his notions of the standards or goals that 

are desirable for him or her. 

If performances occur in the presence of peers, then those 

performance standards tend to be set by the expectations of those 

peers. There is a power effect of peers and the relationship between 

different groups of peers. 

This may be related to the point of comparing a person's 

group whom he or she considers performance to that of a person or 

superior in performance. 

Rattray, and Sherif, (1973) noted that the effect of comparing 

performance to a superior group is to lower one's own standards. 

Persistent failure in the face of a high standard provided by a superior 

group produces lower and lower aspiration levels, and finally, lack 

of personal pretensions to perform well at any level. It can also 

be argued that setting standards that are considerably higher than 

one's own present performance can have a positive effect upon an 

individual. Striving to match these standards can make a person 

concentrate far more and try to imitate the good points of the superior 

performance and thus improvehis or her own standard. 

This is a point that is often debated, but these findings must 

mean that adults who would use the performance levels of other children 

in attempts 

in choosing 

result of 

to motivate performance have to be insightful and careful 

t'he standards they set up at any given time. The net 

success experiences over time relative to standards set 

and performances achieved is to increase persistence and effort in 

activity. 
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16. 

DETRIMENTAL EFFECTS OF COMPETITIVE SPORTS ON ADOLESCENT BEHAVIOUR 

Competition 

everyday style of 

is today an all pervasive process, basic to our 

living in both work and leisure, and also in family 

this reason, competition tends to be ritualised life itself. For 

within a variety of institutions. This is evident in work environments, 

schools and sporting bodies where themes of achievement have high 

values placed upon them. It is within the schools and sporting 

bodies that young people are being organised by adults and asked 

to compete through institutionalised modes of individual and team 

sports. Our society is a competitive one. Participating and competing 

with other members of society can be an important factor in an 

individual's socialization processes. Learning to win, and to lose 

graciously are important parts of this process. 

Children learn to compete through participating in intergroup 

games. The proponents of competition argue that much benefit can 

be derived from social contact with other students during competition, 

which is a form of cooperative rivalry. Members of a group cooperate 

with each other, regardless of their level of skill. Within a group, 

an individual is an integral part of that group and team play can 

develop cooperation, self discipline and high morale. These sporting 

programs are excellent training opportunities for learning to experience 

success and failure, particularly because the consequences are much 

less severe than in other facets of life. (Martens, 1975, pp. 67) 

Competitive sport for children can also reveal the negative 

aspects of this social influence, for it does make incredible demands 

upon a young person's physical, emotional and cognitive capacities. 

It has long been suggested that the high ideals of "sportsmanship" 

and of "fair play" accompanies the act of participation in sport. 

It is believed that the very nature of the behaviours and attitudes 

which sport demands from its participants leads to an internalization 

of these attitudes and to their transference to other social situations 

(Stevenson 1974). 

In studies which contrasted the responses of athletes and non

participants, the athletic groups consistently exhibited responses 

that were considerably less sportsmanlike than those of the non

participants population. (Lake 1964: Richardson, 1962) Even in studies 

of athletes alone, the result demonstrated their responses to be 

far from the sportsmanship ideal. (Slusher 1966). 



It is perhaps the case, as Singer (1979) has commented that 

"there does seem to be some conflict between the ideals of society 

and the, perhaps realistic way in which athletes enter competition" 

(p. 78). There seems to be some conflict between the socialization 

beliefs of society and the evidence emanating from studies of 

"sportsmanship". The question of whether these unsportsmanship 

attitudes were the result of socialization effects from participation 

in ;wortcannot be answered completely. There is a relationship but 

not a causal relationship. 

Berkowitz (1962) ·pp~tTa~e~ competition as a stressful interaction 

in which both the eventual winner and the eventual loser are aroused 

and uncertain about the outcome. The repeated thwarting experienced 

by all participants during competition is a frustrating experience 

that in Berkowitz's view should, promote interpersonal aggression 

and hostility. Although the frustration should be greater for the 

loser, the winner also undergoes threat of defeat and anxiety about 

the outcome. Thus, either failure or success in competition should 

heighten aggression. If this theory is correct, then athletic contests 

should promote participants' aggression rather than reduce aggression 

as various catharsis theories would predict. (Lorenz, 1966). 

Christy, Gelfand, and Hartmann (1971) posed the question of 

whether competition invariably promotes aggression or whether 

competition effects are determined by the type of behavioural models 

available. 

The Frustration-Aggression formulation would predict an aggressive 

outcome of competition. An alternative view, Bandura' s (1969) social 

learning position, holds that competition has emotional arousing properties 

that will intensify whatever response pattern is .dominant in the 

subject's response repetoire. The response repetoire is determined 

by the person's past social learnipgexperiences, including observation 

of other adult models. The repetoire is also determined by various 

past response consequences the person has experienced, in the form 

of positive reinforcement or punishment for particular behaviours. 

In Bandura' s opinion only when aggression has been learned as 

a dominant response will frustration occur. The experiment by Christy, 

Gelfand, and Hartmann introduced highly-active but non-aggressive 

models as well as the customary aggressive models. The results 

supported Bandura's formulation rega~ding the effects of arousal 
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in intensifying the prepotent response. 

competition with increased imitation of 

The boys responded to 

whatever model they had 

witnessed. Those who had seen the highly active model became more 

active, but not more aggressive. Those who had seen the aggressive 

model became even more aggressive after competition. But they did 

not become more physically active in nonaggressive ways. 

Apparently, adult models, whatever their behaviour, play a 

major role in determining the nature of boys' responses to frustration 

induced by competition. If these effects hold in naturally occurring 

competitive games and sports, they ~gylg provide moderately good 

news for parents and teachers. The provision of the appropriate 

social models could counteract any untoward behavioural effects of 

interpersonal competition. These works by Christy, Gelfand and Hartmann 

lead to the question that does naturally occurring competition in 

games heighten participant's aggression? In a study by Rausch (1965) 

a group of normal ten to twelve year old boys were observed in their 

natural environment. Overall eighty-nine percent of their interactions 

were friendly, but when they were engaged in competitive games, forty

two percent of their acts were unfriendly. In contrast, only five 

percent of their acts were unfriendly at mealtimes. Moreover, in 

game situations, friendly behaviour was less likely to be reciprocated 

in kind. In thirty-one percent of instances studied friendly acts 

in games led to an unfriendly response from the other boys. At mealtimes 

friendly acts led to unfriendly responses only four percent of the 

time. Rausch concluded, 

likelihood that certain 

"the situation sets a tone influencing the 

acts will occur" (p.491) and competitive 

game situations make unfriendly behaviour highly probable. 

Thelen (1969) indicated that children's comments about their 

own failure in games are powerfully influenced by verbal models provided 

by adults. If the adult model engages in self-criticism or self 

blame the child observers will do so also when they in turn encounter 

failure. In a situation devised by Sherif and Sherif (1953), the 

boys had only their uninstructed peers as models, and these peer 

models engaged in self-serving rationalizations and ill founded 

accusations against their opponents. Although the morale of the 

consistently victorious team was high, the losers turned upon each 

other. The boy whom the losing team had selected as their leader 

blamed and ridiculed the low status members of his own group for 
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their team's losses. The higher the threat of loss of status for 

a team, the less the within-group cohesiveness as measured by members' 

choices of companions. 

Berkowitz (1970) has suggested a mechanism that could explain 

the decreased helpfulness, scapegoating, and increased aggression 

of competitors, particularly toward potential or actual rivals. 

Berkowitz postulates that any situation that increases self-concern 

wil 1 decrease concern for others. Thus, any threat to status, any 

evaluation or other stress that heightens concern over oneself and 

one's own performance could reduce prosocial behaviour directed toward 

others. 

Competition, whatever it may be, contains some uncertainty about 

the outcome, and thus is potentially stressful. Yet, it is this 

same uncertainty in competition which makes sports challenging and 

motivates young athletes to seek out competitive sports experiences. 

There are many speci,fic causes of anxiety in sports, and they can 

be reduced to two general factors that work together to produce high 

levels of competitive anxiety. These two factors are the uncertainty 

children have about the outcomes of competing and the importance 

they attach to these outcomes. The more uncertain children are that 

they will be able to meet the demands of the competitive situation 

in order to obtain a favorable outcome, and the more important these 

outcomes are, the greater the anxiety will be (Martens 1978). 

Competitive stress may be an experience that leads to some 

youngsters displaying aggressive tendencies not usual to their 

general make up. 

Sport psychologists are unable to provide simple and accurate 

prescriptions for the proper dosage of competitive stress. Further 

examination is needed to understand the complexities of competitive 

stress. We must consider whether stress to excel in youth sports is 

unilaterally detrimental or are there occasions when this stress 

may be beneficial. Some experts believe we should seek to eliminate 

all sources of stress · for our children or at least keep them to a 
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minimum. Other experts believe adolescents must learn the harsh 

realities of the world and coping with stress is one of these realities. 

Stress research and common sense suggest a position between these 

extremes. 

Youth sports ·provide many opportunities for learning to cope 

with moderate stresses, but they, are equally amenable to placing too 

much stress on the child. The key to whether you sports are 

opportunities for learning to cope or jungles where a high degree 

of coping is essential to survive, is dependent upon the objectives 

emphasized by parents, coaches, and sport organizers. (Martens, 1976) 
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AGGRESSION 

Sports by definition are competitive, and competition is potentially 

quite frustrating. One of the most frequent environmental influences 

existing in athletic situations is the interference in the completion 

of a desired response by opposing forces. Frustration occurs when 

a goal response suffers interference. In competition each competitor 

is clearly interfering with the other's goal response. This constant 

source of frustration corning from competition, 1 inked with the desire 

to be successful has seen attempts to hurt or injure opponents 

physically or mentally become too prevalent. 

Penalty studded games are becoming typical and the lack of respect 

for opponents and officials is common place. Aggressive styles of 

play often affect the outcomes of games, decrease their quality, 

heighten crowd reaction and cause unnecessary injury. 

DEFINING THE TERM 

Many definitions of aggression have evolved over the past seventy 

five years. Baron (1977, p. 12) defines aggression as any form of 

behaviour directed toward the goal of harming or injuring another 

being who is motivated to avoid such treatment. 

Within competitive sports, ~wo basic kinds of aggression have 

been identified: 

1. Hostile (Baron 1977) or Reactive' (Silva 1980) aggression is an 

emotional response to an individual perceived as an "enemy" or f rustrat-

ing rival. The primary goal is the injury of another human being. 

The intent is to make the victim suffer, and the reinforcement is 

the pain and suffering that is caused, either physical or mental. 

This sort of aggression is always accompanied by anger on the part 

of the aggressor. 

2. Instrumental aggression also involves an intent to injure. However, 

the primary reinforcement sought via instrumental aggression is a 

tangible reward such as money, victory, or praise. (Baron, 1977) 



Instrumental aggression is thus a means to an end. The aggressor 

is willing to intentionally inflict pain or injury in order to receive 

a nonaggressive goal. 

It is the hostile or reactive form of aggression which has proven 

to be a serious problem in competitive sporting activity. Why do 

people aggress and what interpretations of this behaviour are offered? 

THEORIES OF AGGRESSION 

A number of theories have arisen to explain the phenomenon of 

aggression. Basically, they fall into three categories: instinct 

theory, frustration - aggression theory, and social learning theory. 

Instinct Theory 

This is based on the writings of Freud and Lorenz. Freud (1950) 

viewed aggression as an inborn drive similar to sex or hunger. 

Aggression was unavoidable since it was innate, but as with any drive 

it _could be regulated through discharge or fulfi llment. Likewise, 

Lorenz (1966) argued that humans have the same aggressive instincts 

as animals. We are born with the instinct to defend territory and 

to fight for survival. According to biological instinct theory, 

human beings are aggressive animals and must fulfill this biological 

instinct. The solution to aggression in our society is not to ignore 

this aspect of our nature, but to provide positive outlets for it. 

Thus is behooves society to promote athletic sports and games that 

provide a safe and socially acceptable outlet for aggression. 

An important corollary 

the notion that aggression 

drive to be aggressive. 

to the biological instinct theory is 

for aggression will no 

results in a purging or 

The 

longer 

aggressive· human who 

be aggressive - until 

drive for aggression builds up and requires another 

purging of pent up aggression is known as catharsis. 

instinct theory has appeal to the average sport 

the talk of psychological release. However, the 

release of the 

an outlet finds 

the instinctive 

release. This 

The biological 

enthusiast, with 

instinct theory 
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received 1 it t le . support from the researchers or academic community. 

This is primarily due to the observation that true aggression rarely 

leads to a catharsis. Instead it leads to further aggression Berkowitz 

(1972). 

theory 

It is 

comes 

clear 

from 

that 

Perhaps the greatest support for instinct 

our knowledge of the physiology of aggression. 

brain mechanisms exist that, when stimulated, cause aggression or 

that the human animal tranquility. Moyer (1973) points out the fact 

is "wired" for aggression does not mean that aggression is inevitable. 

He argues that the brain mechanisms merely dictate the threshold 

at which a stimulation from the environment will result in aggression. 

The threshold for aggression is a function of both heredity and learning. 

Learning can interact with the brain mechanism and override a drive 

to be aggressive. 

The Frustration - Aggression Theory 

This theory was developed by Dollard, Miller, Doob, Mourer 

and Sears (1939) as a response to Freud's writings on frustration 

and aggression. The original F-A Theory stated that aggression was 

always a consequence of frustration. The theory was criticized for 

it should be clear to anyone who observes human behaviour that 

frustration does not always result in an overt aggressive response 

(Berkowitz 1969a). It is also clear that every act of aggression 

cannot always be traced to some original frustration. Miller (1941) 

stated that frustration produces instigations to a number of different 

types of responses, one of which is some form of aggression. A 

second basic postulate of the F-A hypothesis is that strength of 

instigation to aggression varies directly with ( 1) the strength 

of the frustration (2) the degree of frustration (3) the number 

of frustrations (4) the amount of punishment anticipated as a 

response to aggression. 

Berkowtiz (1964) states the central theme of his interpretation 

in the following way: 
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"The habitually hostile individual does not have a reservoir 

of aggressive energy for 

a year long accumulation 

aggressive outbursts are 

house of repressed energy 

evoked by appropriate cues. 

either overt or internal 

stimuli". 

discharge. Nor I 

of anger pent up 

believe, 

in him. 

does 

His 

he have 

frequent 

not emotional explosions from a store 

or anger but, rather, they are reactions 

There may well be no aggressive response 

and hidden if he did not encounter such 

In athletic environments, the range of cue's which potentially 

have aggression provoking function are, indeed extensive. Not 

only is the environment competitive, it is also one which permits 

self-testing under conditions which continually interfere in this 

process. Therefore, involvement in sport is unlikely to provide 

an outlet for aggression; it is likely to facilitate the learning 

of aggressive forms of behaviour. Rather than a form of "catharsis", 

it is a means of increasing tension. 
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If people aggress in response to specific cues, and if aggression 

is a selective response, perhaps a solution might be to systematically 

isolate those cues which evoke angered response. By so doing this 

would then control the aggression-learning process involved. For 

each ~ndividual there are specific cues more likely to evoke aggression 

than others. Therefore, by isolating these, having the athlete 

become aware of them, and sanctioning their occurrence in the situation, 

aggression in its reactive form may be avoided and, in effect, 

replaced by a more' instrumental response. 

A corollary of these principles is that the strongest instigation 

for aggression will be towards the source of frustration. Thus, 

if frustration results in aggression it will most -likely be directed 

against the person who caused the frustration. Failing this, an 

aggressor may attack a secondary target. Thus, in application, 

a basketball player continually frustrated in attempts to drive 

for the basket due to defensive holding is likely to focus aggression 

against the offending defensive player. However, if this is likely 

to result in a penalty the frustrated 

this frustration on the basketball, 

floor. 

player may 

by slamming 

instead take 

it against 

out 

the 



Berkowitz and Alioto (1973) reformulated the F-A hypothesis 

to take into consideration both learning and the notion of an innate 

mechanism. This reformulation takes the position that innate determin

ation and learning can coexist. A frustrating event creates a 

readiness for aggression. For aggression to actually occur, certain 

stimuli associated with aggression must be present. The stimuli 

are cues that the frustrated person associates with aggression. 

Berkowitz argues that frustration does not have to lead to aggression. 

It only heightens the predisposition to aggression. 

The F-A response can be modified by learning. An athlete can 

learn not to respond to frustration with aggression. Berkowitz allows 

that aggression begets further aggression. Nevertheless, he contends 

that there is a certain satisfaction in what he calls the completion 

tendency (Berkowitz, 1964). That is, the frustrated person does 

not feel satisfied or fulfilled until the urge for aggression is 

completed. Thus, at least momentarily "completing the ongoing 

aggressive sequence leads to a pleasurable reduction in 

the experienced tension" (P. 104). However, if this aggressive act 

becomes reinforced or learned, it will only lead to further aggression. 

Berkowitz (1981) has also stated that the legitimacy of a frustration 

also is an important factor in aggression. A frustration is considered 

"legitimate" if it is no fault of the person who caused it. In such 

a case the tendency toward aggression is minimal. 

Social Learning Theory 

The strongest advocate of social learning theory as an adequate 

explanation for aggression is Bandura. Social learning theory regards 

aggression as a learned response. The proponents of this theory 

acknowledge the presence of physiological mechanisms for aggression 

and rage, but totally dismiss the instinct or the F-A notion of 

aggression. They feel that people behave aggressively because 

they have learned to do so, and not because of biological instinct 

or frustration. Thus, social learning theorists argue thatit'sessential 

to examine the experience of the aggressor, to know something about 

the victim or target of aggression, and to know something about the 

immediate circumstances of the aggressive situation. 
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Bandura ( 1973) has argued that aggression has a circular effect. 

That is, one act of aggression leads to further aggresssion. This 

pattern will continue until the circle is broken by some sort of 

positive or negative reinforcement. The most striking difference 

between instict theory; F-A theory and the social learning theory 

is their view of catharsis. The catharsis hypothesis predicts that 

bottled up emotions can be discharged or purged by expressing them 

through aggression. Early proponents of the instinct theory felt 

that physical activities would allow students to release their pent 

up emotions and therefore make them more docile, and lead to a reduction 

in the need to aggress. For Bandura, the notion of catharsis is 

nonsense. Aggression results not in lowered aggression, but in 

further aggression. Any athlete who engages in aggression on the 

sports field will not become more passive as a result but will probably 

continue to be aggressive. 

PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSTRUCTS RELATED TO SPORT AGGRESSION 

For some athletes, anger is a necessary part of the generation 

of competitive arousal and for these people, winning probably has 

to be interpreted in terms of psychologically injuring the opponent 

in order to maximise performance. There are several conditions that 

tend to be associated with aggression in sport. The presence of 

these conditions does not cause aggression, but the conditions tend 

to accompany overt acts of aggression. 

Frustration 

One of the major instigators of athletic aggression is frustration. 

This is the blocking of a goal-directed response. It comes in two 

forms: 

Internal Blocking - inability to perform as expected or desired, 

or lack of adequate effort for motivation. 

External Blocking - inferior coaching, uncooperative players, 

incorrect decisions by the referee or other officials. The 

structure of the game also provides external blocking through 

imposed penalties. 

Most aggression in sport results from frustration, although 

not all frustration in sport results in aggression. Minor frustrations 

are not nec,essarily harmful. They may be in the form of challenges 

which can be inspirational if they are the right kind. 
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Aggressive behaviour of players occurs most often where the 

following conditions are met: 

Frustration is associated to a high 

anger is a probable response to the source 

are frequent opportunities to be aggressive; 

degree 

of 

with the action; 

frustration; there 

frustration is a likely 

consequence where the outcome of the involvement is more important 

than the process of participation. 

Arousal 

Physiological or undifferentiated arousal is a necessary precursor 

to hostile aggression. It serves as a readying mechanism for 

aggression, but not as a sufficient cause for it. To feel anger 

toward another person, an individual must be aroused. Anger is a 

necessary component of hostile aggression but not of instrumental 

aggression. Even in a case of instrumental aggression, an aggressor 

will generally be physiologically aroused. It is unrealistic to 

imagine any kind of aggression without the activation of the sympathetic 

nervous system. The importance of arousal as a readying mechanism 

cannot be over-emphasized. The aroused person is in a situation 

where some sort of frustration could, in the presence of an aggressive 

stimulus, trigger an aggressive response. Research has shown that 

hostile aggression is more likely to occur in the presence of arousal 

(Lefebvre, Leith & Bredemeier 1980). 

In terms of actual participants, the study by Zillman et al 

(1972) provided additional information for an arousal-aggression 

link. Subjects who were both aroused by exercise and angered by 

shock delivered the highest level of _shock to an accomplice. These 

results lead to the probability that aggression is highest in sports 

which involve the most physiological arousal. 

Guilt 

Psychologists often believe that aggression, especially hostile 

aggression, results in feelings of guilt. These feelings of guilt 

are expected to cause a decrease in further aggression (Mosher 1966). 

It does seem that athletes often experience genuine feelings of guilt 

as a result of violent acts. However, it does not appear that these 

feelings of guilt necessarily have a long term affect on further 

~µstigations of violence. Furthermore, Silva (1979) demonstrated 



that acts of aggression may not result in the expected feelings of 

guilt, because athletes may feel their violent acts are permissible 

in sport. 

Subjects in 

experience high 

hostile aggression 

levels of guilt. 

sport conditions of ten do not 

In the sporting environment, 

aggression may not be inhibited due to guilt. Athletes may perceive 

that violenc~ in sport is not only legitimate, but sometimes expected. 

In the final analysis, while guilt may inhibit acts of aggression, 

it probably will not if the athlete perceives that it is "part of 

the game". 

Personality and Aggression 

It is very difficult~ to demonstrate a significant and meaningful 

relationsh'ip between an athlete's predisposition toward aggression 

and an athlete's actual willingness to engage in acts of aggression. 

Several authors have contended that a correlation exists between 

the personality trait of aggression and actual instigations of overt 

hostile aggression (Cratty 1981). However, as with the relationship 

between personq.lity traits and athletic performance, the relationship 

between the personality trait of aggressiveness and overt aggression 

is tenuous. Several investigations have inadvertently demonstrated 

the lack of such a relationship. 

Russell (1976) and others, demonstrated through the use of pencil 

and paper measure of aggressiveness and its relationship to sports 

aggression that the two were unrelated. Pencil and paper inventories 

have been devised to measure various aspects of personality, including 

aggressiveness. Two examples of these inventories are: 

The Anger Self Report Test (Zelin, Adler, and Myerson, 1972) 

which differentiates between the awareness and the expression of 

aggression. 

The Bredemeier Athletic Aggression Inventory (Bredemeier 1978) 

is a sports - related instrument for assessing instrumental and reactive 

aggression. 

Consequently, it is doubtful that one can obtain a t=rait measure 

of someone's aggressiveness and infer from this that they are likely 

to engage in aggiession in a particular situation. The weakness 

ot observed relationship may be partly due to the methods used for 

assessing overt aggression on the field of play. In most examples 

of repcrted sport aggression research, aggression is defined in 

terms of fouls and ptnalties. These are not necessarily good indicators 

of aggression. They often reflect little more than assertiveness, 

misplaced exuberance and over arousal. 
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ACQUISITION OF AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOUR 

The common misuse and misunderstanding of the term aggression 

relates to a larger and significant problem in sport; the acquisition 

and exhibition of aggressive behaviour by participants both at the 

senior and junior levels. The term aggression is often misused to 

label various behaviours in competitive sport situations. The terms 

"aggression" and "aggressive" are repeatedly used when describing 

player behaviour in activities as diverse as auto racing, football, 

basketball, tennis, hockey etc. By labelling desirable competitive 

behaviour as aggression, various undesirable behaviours also labelled 

aggression receive a connotation of legitimacy. 

There are three factors that facilitate the acquisition and 

exhibition of aggressive behaviour in sport. These factors include 

(a) the inaccurate use of the term aggression which fails to distinguish 

between a-ppropriate and inappropriate player behaviour and thus 

contributes to a permissive atmosphere that views aggression as 

part of the game; (b) the socialization toward sanctioned deviance 

in sport also raises the question of moral reasoning in relation 

to sport involvement; (c) the reinforcement of aggression by social

psychological sources that sustain this behaviour in sports activities. 

ASSERTIVE BEHAVIOUR AS OPPOSED TO AGGRESSION 

In many team sports where physical force and collisions are 

permitted, the term aggression has been used as an all-encompassing 

la be 1. Yet, many forceful behaviours that are permitted by the rules 

may not necessarily involve the intent to injure. In several sports, 

assertive behaviour has been unjustifiably equated with aggressive 

behaviour: A clear d~finition of assertive behaviour will facilitate 

the distinction between each concept in a sport setting. Assertive 

behaviour in sport is often exemplified by heightened physical behaviour. 

This goal-directed behaviour may, and often does, involve the use 

of legitim:tte verbal or physical force. Such behaviour requires unusual 

energy and effort, which in most other social settings would appear 

to be aggressive behaviour. These assertive behaviours must be 

exhibited with no intent to harm or injure another person, nor 

may they violate the constitutively agreed upon rules of the sport 

being played. 
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Silva (1979) has defined such behaviour in sport as proactive 

assertion, a term which implies that the behaviour is acceptable 

yet forceful or active. Proactive assertive behaviour is exemplified 

by offensive or defensive behaviours. An offensive proactive assertive 

behaviour is designed to acquire or gain a valued resource, as 

exemplified by a forward in football taking the ball toward the goals. 

Defensive proactive assertive behaviour attempts to deprive another 

of a valued resource or expective gain. A defensive tackle against 

an opponent moving toward the goals by using legal body contact may 

demonstrate defensive proactive assertion. In each example, the 

behaviour must be task orientated, constitutively acceptable, and 
I 

involve no intent to injure. 

Not all forceful behaviour exhibited in sport is aggressive. 

Tackling, blocking, checking and any other rule sanctioned contact 

and collisions are not necessarily aggressive acts in sports in which 

they are constitutively legal. Such acts are an implicit aspect 

of playing these sports, just as hitting an overhead smash in tennis 

is implicit in that sport. There is often no clear evidence that 

such behaviour is aggression. Behaviours such as striking, body 

kicking, head high tackles in football; tunneling, charging in 

basketball; and slashing in hockey offer much clear evidence of 

aggressive intent because they are not implicit in playing these 

sports, are potentially dangerous, and are seldom accidental. 

The task that confronts research in collision in contact sport 

lies in determining a true index of aggressive behaviour in an environ

ment in which physical force, collision, and contact of a particular 

nature have been formally agreed to by both participants and the 

governing body of the sport. 

Attempting to determine whether an act is assertive or aggressive 

can be somewhat subjective. The major source of supportive evidence 

for the act being aggressive rather than proactive assertion could 

come from the social environment of the competitors. Circumstantial 

cues such as recent hostile interactions between the player and the 

target, frustrations incurred by the player from opponents, officials, 

or game developments, and recent verbal or nonverbal gestures all 

give information about the mood of the player exhibiting the behaviour. 

(Silva, 1980 (a)) 

! 
j 
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SOCIAL DEVIANCE IN SPORT 

Aggressive behaviour is but one form of social deviance that 

can be exhibited in sport. Because each sport is a. unique and complex 

social situation, its formal rules define and differentiate the 

behaviours that are acceptable or unacceptable in that particular 

event. The activities deemed appropriate in tennis vary considerably 

from 'those formally defined as acceptable in football. A considerable 

amount of learning specific to sport involvement occurs through years 

of participation . (direct experience) and structured observation 

(model ing). As part of this learning process, athletes learn two 

rules systems that influence their behaviour in the sport setting. 

The constitutive rule structure formally defines in advance the means 

allowed or prohibited for achieving various goals in a sport contest. 

Constitutive rules are the formal guidelines that contestants mutually 

agree to play by, and, that without this mutual consent to abide 

by a constitutive rule structure, no sport contest could occur. 

While learning the formal rules of various sports, participants 

also learn the unwritten rules of a sport. This second major system 

of behaviour guidance in sport is called the normative rule structure. 

These rules, which are group-sanctioned behaviours often conflict 

directly with constitutive 

because they reflect the 

in the sport. Thus, it 

rules. They are called normative rules 

value system of individuals participating 

is expected that normative rules will be 

followed even if such behaviour violates the written or constitutive 

rules. Normative rules exist because certain violations can result 

in an advantage that surpasses any disadvantage administered for 

breaking the constitutive rule system. The normative rule system 

is extremely influential in guiding player behaviour. 

The attitude of normative acceptance of aggression has been 

found among youth participants. Vaz (1972) and M. Smith (1980) have 

noted that the socialization for aggressive behaviour occurs at an 

early age. He found that young hockey players did not determine 

the appropriateness of a behaviour according to whether it violated 

formal rules. In this view, good penalties gained an advantage for 
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Little consideration was given to the nature the act. An aggressive 

behaviour was good or bad based upon the consequences -of the action 

rather than the nature of the act itself. 

Smith's article supported the notion that socialization plays 

a major role in the learning of aggression at younger levels. Particip

ants indicated that they learned how to foul to stop opponents and 

that a majority 

a standard that 

of them 

accepts 

approved of 

aggression, 

an instrumental part of playing sport. 

fighting. They internalized 

a rule-violating behaviour, as 

These attitudes strongly suggest that important agents of social

ization such as coaches, parents and peers are instrumental in 

determining the degree of legitimacy granted to aggressive and rule 

violating behaviour. Obviously, these same . agents of socialization 

will provide models of behaviour for future generations of sports 

participants. If the aggressive model is promoted and institutionalized, 

violence in sport may not only continue but could spread. 

SPORT INVOLVEMENT AND MORAL REASONING 

Despite the popularity of youth sport programs, social scientists 

have been slow to investigate the relationship between sport involve-

ment and moral development. 

relationship of adolescent's 

to high contact sports with 

tendencies 

is a process 

to aggress both in 

of balancing one's 

Bredemeier (1985) investigated the 

participation and interest in 

their moral reasoning maturity 

low 

and 

sport and everyday life. Morality 

own needs and interests with those 

of others, so an inverse relationship was hypothesized by Bredemeier 

between reasoning maturity and perceptions ef legitimate injury. 

Bredemeier, Shields, Weiss and Cooper (1986) revealed that sport 

participation and sport interest were related to moral reasoning 

and aggression tendencies to both sport and everyday life. Because 

the transition from the reality of daily life to sport involves a 

moral transformation (Bredemeier & Shields, 1984) sport moral reasoning 

was a good predictor of legitimacy judgements about sports acts. 

Athletes who exhibited a relatively high moral reasoning level endorsed 

fewer injurious acts as legitimate than those with lower levels 

(Bre~emeier, 1985). It cannot be assumed that all athletes attach 
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moral significance to every intentionally 

even that athletes reasoning at the same 

consensus in their legitimacy judgements. 

injurious 

moral level 

sport 

would 
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act, or 

achieve 

Bredemeier found that athletes perceived as legitimate a 

significantly higher number of injurious acts in an engaged sporting 

context than in a hypothetical context. It can be interpreted from 

these results that legitimacy judgements were differentially influenced 

by self-involvement. 

Bredemeier and Shields (1985) suggested 

are cognitively distinguished from daily 

that 

life 

participants 

interactions, 

bracket their moral consideration of 

employing "game reasoning" which 

sports 

and 

experiences 

that sport 

competitive sport 

transforms limited 

egocentricity into an appropriate structure for moral thought and 

action. Athletes may perceive it to be more legitimate to engage 

in injurious acts during a sporting contest because it is an expected 

part of the self involvement of sport. Boys' participation in high 

contact sports were related to less mature moral reasoning and greater 

tendencies to aggress both physically and non physically in sport 

and daily life contexts. A structural developmental interpretation 

of these relationships incorporates the interaction between the environ

ment of contact sports and the meaning construction of sport 

participants. Sport structures that allow higher levels of contact 

encourage rough physical play that can sometimes be perceived as 

aggressive. It is not surprising that participation in these sports 

is associated with increased aggressiveness in sport. 

The study also revealed that participation in higher contact 

sport can also relate to self described tendencies to aggress in 

everyday life. This suggests that these sport experiences may be 

related to behavioural tendencies that extend beyond the bounds of 

the playing field. 

Higher contact sports raise the moral issue of others' welfare, 

yet the highly regulated structure often encourages the projection 

of personal responsibility onto coaches and officials and discourages 

dialogue among competitors, thus facilitating a depersonalization 

of opponents. The informal combat mentality that often accompanies 

high contact sports encourages a negative view of others and discourages 

altruistic interaction. Participation in high contact youth sports 

was more closely associated with assimilative than accommodative 



moral reasoning, the former also being linked with greater acceptance 

of aggression. (Bredemeier, 1985). 

Involvement in sports chacterized by a relatively high degree 

of physical contact may be developmentally counterproductive for 

most children. The types of social interactions fostered by relaatively 

high contact spsorts may provide little stimulus for - and may even 

impede moral growth. Before such conclusions can be firmly 

established, however, future research is needed to determine the 

cause effect relationships between sport involvement and morality 

variables. (Bredemeier, Weiss, Shields and Cooper, 1986). 

REINFORCEMENT OF AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOUR 

Without a powerful reinforcement structure to facilitate aggressive 

sport behaviour, there would be less chance for aggression to acquire 

the normative status it is often given in many sports. The facilitation 

and maintenance of aggression in sport depends upon the conditions 

prior to the act as well as the consequences of the action to the 

performer. The two major forms of reinforcement that promote and 

maintain aggressive behaviour in sport are (a) Vicarious Reinforcement 

and (b) Direct External Reinforcement. 

Vicarious Reinforcement 

Vicarious reinforcement refers to the tendency to repeat behaviours 

that we observe others rewarded for performing. Vicarious punishment 

works in much the same way. That is, if we see another individual 

being punished for his behaviour we are less likely to behave in 

that way ourselves. Thus, vicarious learning serves a valuable 

informa~ive function. 

Bandura (1973) has noted that several factors influence the 

acquisition of behaviour via vicarious processes. These include 

(a) the characteristics of the performer. (b) the value of the 

observed reward or the intensity of the observed punishment (c) the 

similarity of the observed setting to the potential performance setting, 

and (d) the status of the model. Generally, the more similarity 

between the model and the observer, the more likely that the observed 

behaviour outcome chain will have meaning for the observer. 

Observation of the behaviour outcome response chain of another 
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youth's actions may be more meaningful information to a youth (because 

of model similarity) than the observation of an adult's action. 

Furthermore, the more valuable the reward to the model the more likely 

that the behaviour will be repeated by the observer. The same principle 

holds for punishment observation. Intense punishment administered 

to the performer will lower the probability of the behaviour being 

repeated by the observer. 

The third factor mentioned above relates to similarity of 

behaviour and 

the 

environment 

consequences 

between the 

or social 

will have 

environment 

setting. 

higher 

in which 

The observed its 

transfer when there is similarity 

the behaviour was observed and the 

environment in which the observer will eventually perform. 

The status of the model is the final factor identified as 

influential in the vicarious learning process. Bandura (1973) cites 

several studies demonstrating that models with high social status 

elicit imitative behaviour by observers. The behaviours of younger 

athletes may imitate those athletes held in high esteem in very exacting 

detail. This modeling is an extremely effective method by which 

sport participants learn behaviour, including aggressive behaviour. 

In order for vicarious learning to occur, however, additional 

factors must function. When applying information toward aggressive 

behaviour in sport, it becomes evident that observational learning 

is a powerful reinforcer. Many athletes observe peers, idols and 

even coaches displaying rule-violating behaviour. This frequently 

includes aggressive outbursts (verbal and non verbal), en.couragement 

from the media and fans, or the gaining of a tactical advantage 

through ~ transgression. 

According to Bandura (1973) observed reward has incentive motivat

ional effects. He states "seeing others positively reinforced can 

serve as a motivator by arousing in observers expectations that they 

will similarly be rewarded for analogous performances. Given 

appropriate reinforcement systems people can be as much inspired 

by observed social acclaim and tangible benefits to aggress as to 

excel in athletic pursuits". 

Thus, seeing role models display aggressive behaviour for which 

they receive reward or minimal punishment can instill a desire in 
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the observer to "play like that" or "be tough like him". 

aggressive behaviour, or failing to adequately deter it, 

Rewarding 

not only 

maintains the behaviour in the performer but can encourage the develop

ment and exhibition of similar behaviours of the act. 

Clearly, the 

reinforcement of 

powerful support 

action of others can influence the learning and 

aggressive behaviour in sport. In addition to this 

system, we must consider the potential effects of 

direct external reward upon the maintenance of aggression in sport. 

Direct External Rewards 

It is always possible that an athlete using aggression will 

incur physical punishment through retaliation by the victim. Inherent 

in the use of aggression is the desire to avoid or minimize aversive 

harm to oneself. In effect, then, one wishes to behave aggressively 

yet, at the same time to be aware of the risk involved. Thus, 

reinforcement of aggressive behaviour regardless of whether the 

aggressor is injured often plays a pivotal role in sustaining behaviour. 

The forms of external reward that Bandura (1973) identifies are 

functional in many sports including: 

(a) Tangible Reward aggressive behaviour in sport often leads 

to tangible reward, which may take the form of gaining a tactical 

advantage for one's team .or intimidating an opponent, an official 

or even one's teammates. It is unlikely that aggressive behaviour 

in sport is continually reinforced through tangible rewards. Rather, 

the reinforcement is most likely on an intermittent type of schedule. 

The intermittent tangible rewards given in sport for aggressive 

behaviour appear to have functional value for the aggressor. Gaining 

an advantage, intimidation, and other forms of tangible reward would 

appear to have reinforcem~nt value. Combining the intermittent reward 

schedule with rewards that are both functional and meaningful to 

the aggressor appears to make the reception of tangible rewards a 

powerful reinforcer of aggressive sport behaviour. (Rotter, 1971) 

(b) Status Rewards In order for young athletes to gain or maintain 

status, they must often fulfill normative role expectancies. In 

some sports such as footbal 1, hockey, soccer, basketball this often 

means establishing oneself in the sporting league through various 

forms of aggressive behaviour. A substantial body of research has 

demonstrated that verbal praise from significant others enhances 

status and serves to maintain aggressive behaviour. Reward for 
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aggressive sport behaviour by parents, teammates, and coaches has 

been well documented by Smith (1980) concerning ice hockey. 

(c) Expression of Injury Injury infliction in some situations 

may inhibit further aggression while in other settings it may increase 

aggression due to a need to retaliate. In sport, aggression by one 

individual or team often results in retaliation by the offended team. 

Play gets more intense if the opposing teams feel that the other 

is aggressing more than the rules allow. Identifying the primary 

intent of an aggressive act may help separate instrumental components 

(injury infliction to gain advantage) from hostile components (injury 

infliction that is personally oriented). Knowing the aggressor's 

motive structure can often help to modify the behaviour. The instrumen

tal aggressor may have an acceptable goal (to win or gain an advantage) 

but selects inappropriate behaviour (aggression) to achieve the goal. 

The hostile aggressor has an unacceptable goal (to hurt) and selects 

inappropriate behaviour (aggression). Because both instrumental 

and hostile aggression involve the intent to injure, neither is a 

desirable behaviour to teach or exhibit in sport. 

(d) Alleviation of Aversive Treatment Aggressive behaviour that 

results in the alleviation of aversive treatment is self-reinforced 

behaviour. This type of "defensive aggression" not only stops the 

aversive treatment but may also reduce the occurrence of further 

aversive treatment. Failure to be aggressive or forceful can lead 

to loss of self-esteem, victimization, and loss of status in some 

sport settings. 

aggressively in 

In many sports an athlete is expected to behave 

order to stop aggression directed toward him/her. 

An eye for an eye, or counter-attack mentality, appears to be prevalent 

in many sport settings. This type of response not only alleviates 

aversive treatment but it may also gain an advantage for a team by 

establishing a style of play. While other response options are 

available to an athlete, teammates expect that the athlete will 

not back down. Thus, an aggressive counter-response is often elicited. 

GAME RELATED VARIABLES AND AGGRESSION 

Lefebvre, Leith and Bredemeier (1980) attempted to answer some 

of the problems associated with sports aggression. The trio expounded 

a number of ideas t<-o g:_:i;;lf.e substantial support to the concept that 

intense aggression deters game play. They formulated concrete and 

workable suggestions regarding aggression assessment and controls 
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that should be given to coaches at all levels. They carefully 

considered the structure of the game and concluded that the following 

factors may be considered intrinsic features to aggressive behaviour 

in most athletic contests. 

Point Differential More aggressive 

(Volkamer 

penalties occur as the game 

1972); Sankel 1972). When score differential increases 

scores are close, aggression is at a minimum, for the penalty for 

aggression in a critical game situation is high and so players, coaches 

and administrators go out of their way to avoid aggression. Conversely, 

when point differentials are great, players may engage in reactive 

aggression because the outcome · of the game will not be seriously 

affected. 

Playing at Horne or Away Whether home or visiting teams display 

more aggressive behaviour may depend on the nature of the aggression 

and the type of game involved. Lefebvre and Passer (1976) observed 

that visiting soccer teams played more aggressively than home teams. 

Russell and Drewery (1976) found no differences between the aggressive 

play of home and visiting hockey teams. Varca (1980) observed that 

home basketball teams were more assertive in terms of general play, 

but visiting teams tallied more fouls which suggests dysfunctional 

assertiveness. Those players perceiving hostile reactions from a 

crowd may heighten arousal. This elevation of arousal could lead 

to increased aggressive behaviour. It may also be the case that 

visiting players adopt the aggressive role they have attributed to 

them by the crowd. 

Outcome of Participation 

hypothesis, we may expect 

Consistent with the Frustration-Aggression 

losing teams and players to be guilty of 

more overt aggression than winners. Certainly, it is more frustrating 

to lose than to win, although events can occur during a contest that 

can be frustrating to winner and loser alike. Research by Volkamer 

(1972) in soccer and by Mart in (1976) in basketball tended to support 

this position. 

Degree of Physical Contact Gaskell and Pearton (1979) maintain 

that the greater the frequency of physical contact the greater the 

likelihood that aggressive behaviour will be exhibited by athletes. 

Once again, the frustration aggression hypothesis explains this 

phenomenon. Each physical contact involves a blocking at a goal

directed response. Attribution theory provides an alternative 
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explanation. The intention attributed to the opposing player's physical 

contact may be such that retaliation is elicited. 

Territorality and Defensive Playing Back and Wyden (1968) maintained 

that aggression results when a person's space or territory is invaded 

by another individual. Aggression is predicted to be more frequent 

and severe by the defender of a territory. This being the case, 

the defence would be expected to exhibit more aggression acts than 

the offense. 

this viewpoint. 

Research cited by Gaskell and Geiss (1977) supports 

TECHNIQUES OF AGGRESSION CONTROL 

Many people who demonstrate concern for sport with which they 

are associated, and that naturally includes the welfare of players, 

realise that channelled aggression may increase the quality of the 

game, providing more satisfaction for players, coaches and spectators. 

(Meaney, 1984) There have been many suggestions to control the increase 

of violent aggression in sport. The following groups do have the 

potential to alter aggressive behaviour in the sporting environment. 

Teammates One would expect that players on the same team could 

be partially responsible for shaping aggressive behaviour in an 

individual. A possible explanation could be provided by operant 

psychology (Skinner 1953). Basically speaking, this approach would 

maintain that when players receive positive reinforcement from their 

teammates for acting aggressively, this would increase the probability 

of similar behaviour in the future. Negative reinforcement would 

have the opposite effect which is one very effective way of modifying 

aggressive tendencies. Pressure from peers can have a great influence 

on adolescent behaviour, and if this pressure is channelled in the 

correct way 

majority of 

cues. 

Referees and 

to identify 

the rules of 

the results 

cases, this 

Umpires 

and penalize 

can be of a desirable consequence. In a 

reinforcement would take the form of verbal 

One of the major functions of referees is 

aggressive behaviour which falls outside 

that code of sport. It is up to umpires to penalize 

players for aggressive acts to reduce the probability of that same 

type of behaviour occurring again in the future. The vicarious internal 

reinforcement of observation of penalty could decrease aggressiveness 

from other participants. 
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Media One manner in which the media have the potential for altering 

aggressive behaviour in the athletic environment is through mere 

exposure. Over exposure to aggressive situations can result in apathy 

toward those situations. Aggression becomes 'matter of fact.' Limiting 

the glorification or condemning acts could bring the modification 

in thinking that the aggressive -act is permissible, especially on 

the part of adolescents. 

Coaches These people with 

over .young athletes, could exert 

their established position of control 

a strong influence on their players 

concerning the amount of aggression displayed in the sporting context. 

They have the skill and expertise to inform players to play aggressively 

or to channel this aggression into a more assertive style which is 

within the rules, and leads to a more satisfying game situation. 

Skill Development In Young Athletes Assessment guidance and support 

by trained psychologists or other professionals can be used on young 

sportspersons to reinforce at an early age the benefits of clean 

play and skill based team competition. Utilize the social learning 

effect through teaching the positive aspects of assertive play and 

the negative aspects of aggression. 

Fundamental changes are needed, for these few ideas presented 

only scratch the surface of the problem. What is needed is a change 

in the sporting values and attitudes. The benefits of physical activity 

are concerned with providing for young participants the opportunity 

for vigorous physical activity, improvement of skill, cooperation 

in controlled situations and enjoyment and satisfaction. These benefits 

are being made less effective by the placing of too much emphasis 

on winning. This has placed added pressures on the young athlete, 

and has resulted in many cases of hostile aggresston, which is an 

undesirable aspect in sporting contests. 

Aggression is behaviour not simply determined, but his the result 

of frustration, pain, and learned responses. We can better predict 

the occurrence of aggression by knowing something about the aggressor, 

the victim, and the immediate situation. Sport and physical activity 

is not a remedy that reduces aggressive tendencies or serves as an 

outlet for the expression of aggression. These activities should 

be critically inspected to understand their potential not only for 



controlling aggression but for eliciting aggression. 

The writer wished to research some of the areas concerning the 

relationship between sport, physical activity and aggression. It 

is clear that competitive sports have inherent stimulus qualities 

that make them frustrating, and hence a potential source of aggression. 

The study was to be based on interviews with football and 

basketball players about the legitimacy of aggressive acts in the 

engaged context, and a questionnaire based on items constructed to 

reveal thoughts on physical and non physical situations. 
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CHAPTER Ill 

PART 1 DEVELOPMENT OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 

The writer wished to develop a pencil and paper assessment 

which would contain items constructed to reveal the respondents 

thoughts and feelings on aggression and aggression evoking situations. 

Using 1 iterature sources, the writer developed a questionnaire 

which would help to identify situations in adolescent sport that 

commonly result in aggressive behaviour, and compare the perceptions 

of adolescents who played basketball and those who played football 

as a means of discriminating between situations. 

The questionnaire was divided into 3 sections. 

Section A involved those outside influences on the adolescent sportsman 

that may evoke aggressive responses in a competitive situation. 

Any act of aggression can be a socially learned behaviour 

developed by external inputs from the environment. These can be: 

Models of Behaviour These people, because of their control 

over an adolescent, often present behaviour for evaluation by an 

adolescent. This behaviour may be positive in its nature or 

inappropriate when a high value on winning is emphasised more than 

participation. The people involved are parents, coaches, teachers, 

well known sporting identities. 

Media Exposure in varied forms Continued exposure can result 

in apathy and a matter of fact attitude toward aggresssion in sport. 

Young athletes may try to emulate such acts of aggression in a 

game situation. 

Reinforcement from external sources such as spectators, peers, 

teammates. Verbal praise from those an athlete deems significant 

can enhance status and serve to maintain or evoke aggressive 

tendencies. 

Situational stimuli If an adolescent is in an aroused state 

and he perceives intent to aggress from an opponent, he is likely 

to respond in kind. 

The writer listed 12 of those outside influences that may evoke 

an aggressive response in a competitive situation based on the 

literature sources. 

Section B asked for personal responses to questions relating to situat

ions in sporting contests that may cause or actually have caused 
frustration and resultant acts of aggression. 
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Davis, Kemmet & Auty (1986) in the work Physical Education: Theory 

and Practice gives a list of explanations as to why sports participants 

are aggressive. This list has been put together from current articles, 

writings and viewing of competitive sporting contests. The writer 

used these points of discussion and his own readings from the review 

of literature to develop a series of questions which were aggression 

based, frustration based and general in their context. 

AGGRESSION 

I Competitive stress and anxiety may be an experience that leads 

to some youngsters displaying tendencies not usual in their everyday 

makeup. To test this point, the question was posed are you an 

aggressive person in everyday life? If the respondent answered in 

the negative to this question, and assuming the respondent was a good 

judge of his/her own behaviour and answered truthfully, there may 

be other explanations present in the environment which trigger personal 

aggression. 

II The writer used the points: 

of 

is ' 

If 

he 

- personal retaliation or revenge 

an emotional response to an individual perceived as an enemy 

- self defence against aggravation by other players 

to formulate the questions: 

• Do you ever look upon your opponent as the enemy? 

Do you ever try to be aggressive because of something that 

occurred in a previous game? 

Do you ever retaliate against an opponent in a game situation? 

• Do you become aggressive if an opposing team tends to do so? 

These questions related to the idea of retaliation and perception 

intent. One of the more significant predictors of aggression 

the amount of aggression directed by opponents toward a player. 

an athlete perceives an intent to harm from an opponent, then 

is more likely to respond in kind. If the adolescent is in an 

aroused state this increases the strength of any emotional response 

or physical advance from an opponent. 

III An adolescent may use aggression: 

- to gain attention, 

as an 'ego thing', a response to the increasing emphasis on 

toughness as projected by media, and society, 

- examples set by sports heroes, 

stimulation by the high level of physical contact inherent 

in the game. 



From these points the writer devised questions: 

Do you enjoy the physical contact in a sport? 

Do people use aggression to gain attention from peers? 

Do you perform better as a player when you become 

aggressive1 

The adolescent's success or failure in sport may be relative 

to standards set by others, especially those teammates or peers 

around the sportsmen. The use of overt aggression on the sporting 

field could prove his 'toughness' and moving toward manhood. Any 

reinforcement in a positive way from others will increase the probabil-

ity of similar behaviour in future. The use of aggression as a 

male stereotype is a possible root of any reinforcement. 

IV The media have the potential for altering or shaping aggressive 

behaviour in an athletic environment through exposure. Does continued 

exposure to aggressive behaviour result in adolescent's becoming 

apathetic toward these breaches of rules of fair play? These notions 

prompted the question. 

Frustration 

Does the reality of aggression at senior level of sport 

worry you1 

Frustration comes from the blocking of a goal directed response 

and this blocking may be internal or external. Frustration may 

lead to anger which in turn can lead to acts of aggression. 

The writer used the explanations.: 

letting out pent-up frustrations, 

continued incorrect calling by umpires, 

inexperienced people controlling games, 

the need to win places pressure on you in the game 

situation, 

pressure from parents, coaches or friends. 

To devise questions such as: 

does frustration with umpiring decisions cause you 

to foul or give away free kicks1 

do you get frustrated and angry on the sports field? 

do you get frustrated by your own mistakes ? 

does the closeness of the game cause you to become 

frustrated and aggressive? 
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Frustration, whether it be with umpiring decisions, or with 

the sportsman's own mistakes and bad play, and their opponent's 

good play can lead to aggression. Personal frustration aligned with 

a high state of arousal can lead to an expression of aggression 

if the environmental stimuli are present. 

GENERAL 

This section was devised to test the respondents attitudes to 

sport participation, and the people who can control their involvement 

and attitude. 

These points were used: 

the need to win, to gain victory, 

the experience and attitude of the coach, 

to devise the following questions: 

is winning an important part of your competitive sport? 

are you a good loser? 

are you ever reprimanded by your coach or parents for 

any aggressive acts on the sports field? 

Winning is an important part of sport today, and as such, 

many young athletes can be placed under extreme pressure to perform. 

Anxiety and pressure can be good for some but not for_, others, and 

they may react in an aggressive manner. Thus, it is important that 

coaches with their established position of control over young athletes 

exert a positive influence on the amount of aggression displayed 

in the sporting context. 

Section C was based on sport specific questions involving basketball 

or football situations. Hypothetical situations set in sport contexts 

were presented to the adolescent sportsmen and they were asked to 

compare their reactions to the situation with those given in the 

questionnaire. 

The writer used the study of game variables put forward in the 

literature, (Volkamer 1972; Russell and Drewery 1976) and used the 

summary devices of point differential, playing away or home, outcome 

of participation, degree of physical contact, territoriality and 

defensive play as the substantive basis of the questions and responses. 

See Appendix for Questionnaire sample. 
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CHAPTER 111 PART II DISCUSSION AND RESULTS 

RESULTS for ease of comparison, the responses to questions posed 

have been formulated on a percentage basis. 

TABLE 1 shows those responses to questions regarding those people 

who influence the adolescent sportsman and his aggression in sport. 

Always Often Sometimes Rarely Never 

Referee or Umpire decisions 5 35 41 16 3 

Your opponent(s) 8 39 31 19 3 

Your fellow players 6 12 16 41 25 

Friends (peer group) 3 11 17 40 29 

Coaches 9 14 19 32 26 

Father 6 6 16 29 43 

Mother 12 6 13 24 55 

Yourself 14 29 28 17 11 

Media 3 4 12 32 49 

Well known sporting identities 2 4 17 32 45 

Spectators/Supporters 4 17 37 32 10 

Brother/Sister 8 9 17 21 45 
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TABLE 2 relates to the adolescent sportsman and their attitude toward 

aggression in sport. 

Note abbreviations used 

Footballers: FB; Basketballers: BB; Both: BH. 

TABLE 2 

Aggression Always Often Sometimes Rarely Never 

Are you an aggressive 
person in everyday life 

Do you ever become 
deliberately aggressive 
in a sporting situation 

Do you enjoy the 
physical contact in 
a sport 

Do people use aggression 
to gain attention from 
peers 

Do you ever try to be 
aggressive because of 
something that occurred 
in a previous game 

Do you become aggressive 
if an opposing team 
tends to do so_ 

Do you ever retaliate 
against an opponent in 
a game situation 

ALL 
FB 
BB 
BH 

ALL 
FB 
BB 
BH 

ALL 
FB 
BB 
BH 

ALL 
FB 
BB 
BH 

ALL 
FB 
BB 
BH 

ALL 
FB 
BB 
BH 

ALL 
FB 
BB 
BH 

2 
0 
5 
2 

2 
3 
0 
2 

36 
41 
24 
39 

12 
11 
12 
14 

2 
4 
0 
0 

21 
22 
21 
19 

5 
7 
2 
5 

5 
7 
7 
0 

16 
24 

9 
9 

26 
27 
17 
32 

41 
42 
40 
43 

16 
15 
19 
16 

33 
32 
26 
39 

26 
35 
24 
12 

37 
30 
23 
47 

41 
36 
42 
49 

23 
26 
28 
14 

28 
27 
37 
21 

28 
39 
12 
24 

30 
27 
40 
26 

36 
26 
so 
39 

46 
49 
26 
44 

26 
23 
30 
26 

10 
6 

21 
5 

10 
12 

2 
14 

33 
27 
52 
24 

12 
13 

9 
12 

20 
20 
14 
26 

10 
15 
39 

7 

15 
14 
19 
14 

5 
0 

10 
9 

9 
8 
9 
8 

21 
15 
17 
36 

4 
4 
2 
2 

13 
12 
10 
18 



Do you perform better ALL 
as a player when you FB 
become aggressive BB 

BH 

Is playing aggressive- ALL 
ly an important part FB 
of your sport BB 

Does the reality of 
aggression at senior 
level of sport 
worry you 

Do you ever look 
upon your opponent 
as the enemy 

Frustration 

Does frustration with 
umpiring decisions 
cause you to foul or 
give away free kicks 

Do you ever let out 
your personal 
frustrations on the 
sporting field against 
an opponent 

BH 

ALL 
FB 
BB 
BH 

ALL 
FB 
BB 
BH 

ALL 
FB 
BB 
BH 

ALL 
FB 
BB 
BH 

Do you get frustrated ALL 
and angry on the sports FB 
field BB 

BH 

Always 

21 
24 
21 
14 

18 
16 
17 
21 

1 
1 
0 
1 

23 
28 
19 
18 

6 
5 

14 
0 

2 
3 
2 
2 

5 
5 
7 
2 

Of ten 

17 
19 
10 
21 

22 
27 
17 
19 

8 
5 
9 
9 

23 
30 
17 
16 

35 
31 
40 
37 

15 
16 
17 
12 

37 
43 
33 
30 

Sometimes 

31 
28 
36 
30 

31 
32 
29 
30 

26 
20 
28 
35 

26 
24 
26 
30 

36 
42 
24 
37 

27 
26 
26 
32 

41 
42 
43 
39 

Rarely 

20 
13 
26 
26 

15 
12 
19 
16 

28 
34 
26 
21 

16 
9 

24 
19 

15 
16 

9 
9 

34 
36 
33 
33 

16 
8 

17 
21 

Never 

11 
16 

7 
9 

14 
13 
18 
14 

37 
40 
37 
34 

12 
9 

10 
17 

8 
6 

13 
7 

22 
19 
22 
21 

1 
1 
0 
8 
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Do you get frustrated 
by your own mistakes 

Does your effective
ness as a player drop 
away when you get 
frustrated and angry 

Does the closeness 
of the game cause 
you to become 
frustrated and 
aggressive 

General 

Is winning an 
important 
part of your 
competitive 
sport 

Are you a good loser 

To what extent do 
you consider the 
umpire correct in 
his decisions in 
most games 

Are you ever 
reprimanded by your 
coach or parents for 
any aggressive acts 
on the sports field 

ALL 
FB 
BB 
BH 

ALL 
FB 
BB 
BH 

ALL 
FB 
BB 
BR 

ALL 
FB 
BB 
BR 

ALL 
FB 
BB 
BH 

ALL 
FB 
BB 
BH 

ALL 
FB 
BB 
BH 

Always 

21 
28 
19 
19 

7 
4 

12 
7 

7 
8 
7 
7 

28 
32 
24 
26 

22 
23 
26 
19 

7 
7 
5 
9 

6 
3 
9 
9 

Of ten 

41 
38 
40 
49 

14 
11 
21 
14 

19 
19 
17 
21 

19 
t6 
26 
19 

28 
30 
24 
30 

40 
34 
40 
51 

7 
7 
2 

14 

Sometimes 

27 
23 
31 
30 

40 
41 
38 
40 

41 
43 
52 
26 

34 
34 
38 
32 

31 
27 
33 
37 

32 
42 
26 
23 

22 
19 
31 
21 

Rarely 

9 
12 
10 

7 

22 
28 
14 
21 

27 
24 
24 
35 

13 
16 

7 
14 

7 
7 
7 
9 

17 
13 
26 
16 

34 
38 
28 
35 

Never 

2 
0 
0 
4 

17 
16 
15 
18 

6 
7 
0 

12 

6 
2 
5 
7 

12 
13 

5 
5 

4 
5 
3 
1 

31 
33 
30 
21 
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so. 

TABLE 3 

Game Situation ResEonses 

BASKETBALL Always Often Sometimes Rarely Never 

An opponent fast breaks and is heading 
for the basket. 

(a) Do you deliberately foul him 
to stop scoring 3 15 38 32 12 

(b) Let him score unhindered 20 30 22 9 3 

(c) Try to put him off balance 
in final move 24 36 26 11 3 

Your team is losing by a great margin 

(a) Do you get frustrated with 
teammates 6 9 37 32 16 

(b) Get aggressive toward the 
opposition 11 32 30 21 6 

(c) Play out the game to the best 
of your ability 52 28 12 8 0 

There is only one point difference 
in the game and little time left 

(a) Do you curb your aggression 
for fear of causing your team 
to lose 6 21 36 21 16 

(b) Play just as aggressiv~ly 15 20 35 24 6 

(c) Try to get an opponent to be 
overly aggressive toward you 14 23 30 21 12 

The referee makes a decision at a 
vital time in the game that is a 
mistake 

(a) Do you accept the call and play on 15 27 34 20 4 

(b) React angrily 7 24 37 22 10 

(c) Take your frustration out in an 
aggressive way toward the 
opposition 9 12 27 36 16 
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FOOTBALL Always Often Sometimes Rarely Never 

You feel that an opposition player 
deliberately hit one of your team
mates. The umpire misses this but 
sees your teammate retaliate and 
gives a free against him. 

(a) Do you abide by this decision 10 

(b) Retaliate against the player yourself 3 

(c) Plan with your teammate to retaliate 0 

You are playing badly and your opponent 
is playing well. 

(a) Do you try to lift your own game 

(b) Try to be overly aggressive to 
put him off his game. 

(c) Try to get him to become 
aggressive toward you 

The scores are less than a goal apart 
in the game and not much time left. 

(a) Do you try to limit your aggression 

(b) Would you try to stir your 
opponent to get an aggressive 
response toward you to receive 
a free 

(c) Try to get your teammates to 
limit their aggression 

73 

12 

5 

3 

24 

16 

20 

8 

9 

18 

21 

12 

8 

12 

17 

40 15 15 

30 41 18 

24 26 41 

8 1 0 

39 24 4 

24 32 27 

17 23 49 

29 21 14 

30 18 19 



TABLE 4 x2 
ANALYSIS 

AGGRESSION 

Are you an aggressive person in 
everyday life 

Do you ever become deliberately 
aggressive in a sporting situation 

Do you enjoy the physical contact 
in sport 

Do people use aggression to gain 
attention from peers 

Do you ever try to be aggressive 
because of something that occurred 
in a previous game 

Do you become aggressive if an 
opposing team tends to 

Do you ever retaliate against an 
opponent in a game situation 

Do you perform better as a player 
when you become aggressive 

ls playing aggressively an important 
part of your sport 

Does the reality of aggression at 
senior level of sport worry you 

Do you ever look upon your opponent 
as the enemy 

FRUSTRATION 

Does frustration with umpiring 
decisions cause you to foul or give 
away free kicks 

Do you ever let out your personal 
frustrations on the sporting field 
against an opponent 

Do you get frustrated and angry 
on the sports field 

Do you get frustrated by your own 
mistakes 

Does your effectiveness as a player 
drop away when you get frustrated 
and angry 

Does the closeness of a game cause 
you to become frustrated and 
aggressive 

6.39 

7.38 

10.85 

4.23 

11. 70 

3.84 

13.48 

4.76 

4.55 

4.69 

10.05 

5.07 

0.95 

7.70 

1.15 

11. 72 

7 .35 

52; 

df significance 

4 > 0.10 

4 < 0.10 

4 < 0.02* 

4 < 0.30 

4 < 0.02* 

4 > 0.30 

4 < 0.01 _._ 

4 > 0.30 

4 > 0.30 

4 > 0.30 

4 < 0.05 * 

4 > 0.20 

4 > 0.90 

4 > 0.10 

4 > 0.80 

4 < 0. 02 * 

4 > 0.10 
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GENERAL 

x2 df significance 

Is winning an important part 
of your competitive sport 1.91 4 > 0.70 

Are you a goqd loser 1.20 4 > 0.90 

To what extent do you consider 
the umpire correct in his 
decisions in most games 7.81 4 > o.os 

Are you ever reprimanded by 
your coach or parents for any 
aggressive acts on the sports 
field 6 .14 4 > 0.10 



PART A 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

TABLE 1 shows those factors which the adolescent sportsman feels 

influences his aggressive behaviour in most athletic situations. 

1. 

and 

One of 

penalize 

the major 

aggressive 

functions of referees/umpires is to 

behaviour which falls outside the 

identify 

rules of 

the particular sport. If penalty enforcement does not occur or if 

the 

and 

referee/umpire 

this can cause 

makes 

the 

constant 

athlete to 

those sportsmen 

stimulated their 

questioned stated 

mistakes, frustration will occur 

aggress again. Eighty percent of 

that the referee/umpire decision 

effect can 

they were 

occur 

seen by 

aggressive tendencies. A negative social learning 

acts if from referees not penalizing aggressive 

others, and internal vicarious reinforcement would 

serve to increase aggressiveness if penalties are not called, and 

have the opposite function if they are enforced. 

2. The greater the frequency of aggression shown by an opponent 

toward a player, either verbal or physical, the greater the likelihood 

of frustration/aggression or retaliation. If there is the intention 

of an opponent to inflict harm, then the athlete is more likely to 

respond with aggression against that opponent than if he perceives 

otherwise. Seventy percent of the young sportsmen saw their opponents 

actions as influencing their aggression; with some forty seven percent 

of these responses saying that their opponent's actions strongly 

influenced their aggressive tendencies. 

3. One could expect that players on the same team ·have some partial 

responsibility for shaping aggressive behaviour in an individual. 

If a player receives positive reinforcement from teammates for aggress

ive actions, this could increase the probability of similar behaviour 

occurring in the future. Negative reinforcement could have the opposite 

effect. In most cases, any reinforcement will come from verbal cues. 

To be thought of as the strong male stereotype is a possible basis 

of this reinforcement. The study revealed, however, that the majority 

of the young sportsmen did not see their teammates as reinforcing 

aggressive tendencies on the athletic field. 
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4. A young athlete's level of aspiration, expectations and standards 

for performance are related to social standards held by some other 

persons - typically peers. The need to be accepted into a "spE.e-ial" 

group 

The 

can cause uncharacteristic behaviour on the spcrting field. 

results of the study show that the young athletes questioned 

viewed peer pressure as a minimal influence on their aggressive 

behaviour. 

5. Coaches with their established control over young sportsmen, could 

exert a strong influence on their players concerning the amount of 

aggression displayed on the sporting f:ield. They have the skil 1 

and expertise to inform players how to play aggressively. They can 

also, through positive or negative reinforcement, shape the degree 

of aggressiveness used by players. From the information gained from 

the young players, it is clear that the greater percentage of coaches 

are exerting a p0sitive influence toward the curbing of aggressive 

tendencies from their players. What is disturbing from the information, 

is the fact that some twenty three percent' of: the young athletes 

questioned feel that their coaches do influence their aggressive 

tendencies in a way that is unsportsmanlike. 

6. & 7. The problem of the so calle:l 'ugly parent' in children's 

sport is well known. The parent who uses his or her child's sport 

as an outlet for aggression or to relive past sporting triumphs or 

to achieve previously elusive sporting goals is in danger of turning 

the adolescent away from sport or having him/her develop undesirable 

attitudes in spcrt. It is pleasing to note that a very small percentage 

of sportsmen feel that their parents influence their tendencies toward 

aggression within sporting activities. 

8. Competition, in whatever form it may take, contains some uncertainty 

about the outcome, and thus, is potentially stressful. This competitive 

stress may be an experience that leads to displays of aggression 

in adolescents that are not usual to their general behavioural make 

up. They could- lose perspective within the areas of good spc;rtsmanship. 

There is also the area of attention seeking by the adolescent 

the use of the "tough guy" apr.-roach of the male stereotypE. to impress 

peers and coaches. Whether it be these or other associated reasons, 

over seventy percent of the athletes questioned held themselves 

responsible for their own actions on the sports field. 
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9. The media sources have the potential for altering aggressive 

behaviour in an athletic environment through exposure. Over exposure 

to aggressive situations can result in people believing that it is 

feasible to behave in this way. Aggressive behaviour becomes "matter

of-fact" (Bandura 1973). Contrary to the above studies, it was found 

from the questionnaire that some ninety percent of young athletes 

in the area of study stated that media influence on their aggression 

was minimal. This could be due to the fact that the area is not 

saturated with sporting media coverage as could be the case in larger 

city areas. It may also mean that they do not recognise the impact 

that the media does have because of the constant exposure. 

10. Because of the 

and, in particular, by 

football and basketball, 

status enjoyed by sport within our 

top athletes in the ball playing 

society 

codes of 

it is possible to find that lesser and younger 

players can tend to imitate the behavioural actions of their favorites. 

This can also involve any aggressive actions. The study revealed 

that sporting personalities had a minimal imitation effect on the 

aggressive tendencies within the area. This could be due to the 

ages of the respondents. They are old enough to have their own 

perceptions on aggression and aggressive behaviour. 

11. Players can perceive hostile reactions from spectators, whether 

it be the home crowd urging the team on, or the opposition team being 

harrassed. These hostile reactions from spectators can heighten 

arousal. This elevation of arousal could lead to increased aggressive 

behaviour. This may be the case when visiting players adopt aggressive 

roles because of the reactions toward them by the crowd. Over half 

of the respondents indicated that spectator reactions did influence 

their on field behaviour be it for better or worse. 

12. Athletes can be influenced by their elder. brother or sister 

in the elevation of their arousal levels. This elevation of arousal 

could lead to increased aggressive behaviour. Verbal arousal within 

a game situation is the most prominent influence from this source. 

The greater percentage of athletes from the study intimated that 

older brother/sister were minimal influences on their aggressive 

tendencies. 
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DISCUSSION TABLE 2 

The questions posed to the adolescent sportsmen were broken 

down into three distinct categories in relation to the aggressive 

tendencies and intrinsic features involved. The three categories 

were: A. Aggression Mechanisms; B. Frustration Response; C. General. 

A. AGGRESSION MECHANISMS 

1. Comp et it ive stress may be an experience that leads to some 

youngsters displaying tendencies not usual to their general makeup. 

Of these athletes questioned, only 7 percent stated that they were 

Often to Always aggressive in their everyday life and that 56 percent 

stated that they R:.CiL:i;:-ely to .Never became aggressive in social situations. 

This means that there must be some other cues which bring out the 

aggressive tendencies in the sporting situation. What these cues 

are, will become more evident as the discussion of results progresses. 

It is obvious that no athletic performance is achieved independent of 

the social environment in which it occurs. Within the system, a 

set of values determines attitudes and behavioural patterns that 

may be exhibited. 

2. It was shown in Table 4 that in seven of the eleven 

questions posed, there was no significant difference in the perceptions 

of aggression and related tendencies between the football and basketball 

players. 

3. There were significant differences in the answers to 4 of 

the 11 questions as shown in that table at the .05 level. 

i) 

These are worth considering in more detail: 

1. Do you enjoy the physical contact in a sport? 

2. Do you ever try to be aggressive because of something 

that occurred in a previous game? 

3. Do you ever retaliate against an opponent in a game 

situation? 

4. Do you every look upon your opponent as the enemy? 

A reason for the prevalence of aggression in sport 

is the possibility that athletes vary in the degree of 

inherent aggression which they possess. Sport by natural 

selection attracts those who are best able to meet the 

psychological and physical demands of the task. 
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In contact sports, highly 

talent should theoretically 

aggressive 

become the 

individuals with 

best performers. 

With younger athletes there is a wide variation in 

physical development at the same ages. This could mean 

that 

with 

youngsters may 

greater physical 

be asked to 

development. 

compete 

When 

against those 

this occurs in 

contact sports, it can result in increased risk or injury 

or intimidation of the late developer. This 'fear' of 

aggressive acts could be the reason why 70 percent of 

basketballers stated they rarely enjoyed physical contact. 

The same percentage of footballers stated that they did 

enjoy the physical contact, which could relate to their 

inherent aggression or their physical size and the use 

of this on the sporting field. 

ii) The answers to Questions 2, 3 and 4 relate to the idea 

of reta 1 iat ion and the percept ion of intent. A far greater 

percentage of footballers looked upon their opponents 

as the enemy and retaliated, in the game situation, for 

revenge. One of the most significant predictors of 

aggression was the amount of aggression directed by opponents 

toward a player and in contact sports this can be more 

severe. If an athlete perceives that the intent of an 

opponent is to inflict harm, then the athlete is more 

likely to respond with aggression against an opponent 

than if he perceives otherwise. This can mean that perception 

of an opponent's aggressive intentions may be more salient 

than such things as defeat and competition. This may 

be more evident in the contact code of football where 

there can be a very thin line between what constitutes 

assertive play and what constitutes aggressive play in 

the mind of the participants or the umpire in charge. 

Players who perceive that their opponents' rough play 

is intentional and designed to inflict harm are more likely 

to respond with aggression than if they perceive that 

roughness is accidental. This is not to say that aggression 

does not occur in the basketball games for we have seen 

that it does, but because of the structure of the game 
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and the movements involved, it is easier to control and 

does not involve the same physical contact. The most 

significant factor in predicting aggression was the amount 

of aggression directed against the subject. The athlete 

who perceives opponents are trying to inflict harm will 

respond in kind. This was evidenced with the question 

on whether a player became aggressive if an opposing team 

tended to do so. Around 84 percent of all athletes stated 

in the positive to showing aggression if provoked by an 

opponent. It might be argued that a player's level of 

aggression can 

If an athlete 

be somewhat tempered by fear of retaliation. 

fears retaliation from a prospective victim, 

then he may 

this 

resist becoming the aggressor. Baron (1971) 

studied retaliation hypothesis and determined that 

subjects who had low expectations of victim counteraggression 

tend to deliver stronger harm to a victim than subjects 

who expected strong retaliation. This would be evidenced 

when there is a physiological difference especially in 

size between participants in a same age grouping in contact 

sport. Other results, including those from the writer's 

questionnaire, show that as the level of aggression increases 

the victim tends toward counteraggression with sometimes 

higher levels of aggression. It appears that initial 

aggression can be inhibited to a degree by fear of retal

iation, but once aggression has begun, further escalation 

will only result in heightened aggression. 

4. One of the responses that needs close scrutiny is that the 

reality of aggression at senior level of sport does not worry the 

respondents. Some 26 percent stated that it worried them sometimes, 

but 65 percent were rarely if never worried by it. Because of the 

status enjoyed by sport and particularly by top athletes, lesser 

individuals may tend to imitate the aggressive actions of their 

favourites to the detriment of sportsmanlike behaviour in junior 

sport. This exposure of young people to aggressive behaviour can 

be created by journalists and other media sources. They can through 

continued 

people to 

over exposure and 

become apathetic 

glorification 

over a period 

of 

of 

aggressive acts cause 

time. Aggression may 
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become very 'matter of fact' when witnessed to such an extent by 

younger people. The soc ia 1 deviance of such acts can be ignored 

by them because of this fact. This is closely linked to the question 

as to whether the young sportsmen were ever· reprimanded by their 

coach or parents for any aggressive acts on the sports field. Twenty 

two percent of the athletes stated that they were sometimes reprimanded. 

But 65 percent stated that they were rarely if never reprimanded 

for their aggressive tendencies on the sporting field. This is alarming 

and worrying, for coaches and parents with their control over the 

young athlete could exert a strong influence on them regarding the 

amount of aggression displayed in the sporting context. Through 

their administration of positive reinforcement at an early age in 

sport, they can shape the aggressive tendencies more toward assertive-

ness which can increase the quality of the game. This is something 

that must be achieved early if it is to help in the quality of the 

sport of the future. 

5. One of the problems of young society, especially in the school 

situation, is that of social peer pressure. In many cases, the child's 

experiences of success or failure in various activities are relative 

to standards set by others in the group. It may mean status or accept

ance or both to be an aggressive sportsman. Some 28 percent 

of young sportsmen stated that people sometimes use ~ggression to 

gain attention from their peers, but 53 percent stated that they 

often to always use it to gain attention. If an athlete wishes to 

belong to a group or prove to them that he is 'manly' he may use 

aggression on the sporting field and feel safer than if it occurred 

in the street situation. If he receives positive reinforcement (from 

teammates or peers on the sideline) for acting aggressively, this 

could increase the probability of similar behaviour again. Aggressive

ness as the male stereotype to be accepted could be the root of this 

problem. Counselling of young sportsmen is needed to give this 

behaviour negative reinforcement and make it undesirable. 
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B. FRUSTRATION RESPONSES 

1. One of the major functions of referees is to identify and 

penalize aggressive behaviour which falls outside the rules of that 

particular sport. If a player acted aggressively and was not penalized 

this would increase the probabi 1 ity Jo.f that same type of behaviour 

occurring again. Also, if minor infringements of the rules are missed 

by umpires in some instances and picked up in others it can become 

frustrating to one, if not both, teams and the individuals within 

them. Umpires have control of potentially dangerous physical situations 

and as such should have a thorough understanding of the rules and 

be prepared to call any breach. Some 41 percent of all athletes 

indicated that this frustration over decisions often to always caused 

a foul situation. It was interesting to note that 54 percent of 

basketball players indicated in the affirmative to this point. This 

could be due to the close posit ion play between teams and the more 

intricate interpretation of rules within the game. Some breaches 

can be continually missed by umpires which can lead to frustration 

in players. Although contact is an 

interpretation of "physical contact" 

judgement from umpires. This raises 

context of the game. 

illegal part of this game, the 

relies heavily on subjective 

the question of intent in the 

Two players are both trying to rebound the same ball and come 

into contact unintentionally and with no malice on either part. 

This is often seen to be a non foul situation and can result in 

frustration from players 

and basketball there must 

if continually 

be consistency 

control is to be maintained. 

called. In both football 

in umpiring decisions if 

2. Competitive sport provides an environment in which an individual 

may be able to release hostile reservoirs of anger carried over from 

social situations within the community. There may be a range of 

cues which have aggression provoking functions if an individual 

is prone to outbursts of this kind. Of the young athletes questioned 

only 17 percent stated that they often to always let out their personal 

frustrations on the sporting field. Not all frustration leads to 

aggression, and not all aggression is caused by frustration. These results 

highlight the similarities in the thinking of the athletes in both 

the contact and non contact codes. 
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3. Most social scientists do view frustration as an important 
I 

determinant of aggression. Frustration occurs whenever a goal-directed 

objective is blocked. In most sports played, the goal directed 

object is usually winning. Whenever it appears that this goal is 

unobtainable, the individual or team involved is usually frustrated 

and may be more apt to exhibit aggressive tendencies. To the question 

of an individual becoming frustrated and angry on the sports field, 

both basketballers and footballers answered in much the same way. 

Some 40 percent stated that they sometimes became frustrated and 

angry over incidents that occurred, and 42 percent stated that they 

often to always became frustrated. 

4. Related to this, was the question as to whether personal mistakes 

made them frustrated. Both codes gave a positive answer of around 

62 percent. Of the footballers, 66 percent had answered in the 

affirmative, and 59 percent of the basketballers did 1 ikewise .A young 

athlete when participating in competitive sport situations is in 

a state of arousal. This person is in a situation where some sort 

of frustration could, in the presence of a certain stimuli, trigger 

an aggressive response. A player who makes numerous passing errors, 

gives away silly frees, or is continually outpointed by his opponent 

is going to become frustrated. These personal frustrations aligned 

with a state of high arousal or excitement can cause an individual 

to exhibit aggressive behaviour if aggressive environmental stimuli 

are present. These can be the seeing of another player acting aggress

ively or the abusive and disruptive language from an opponent. 

5. One 

football 

question that 

and basketball 

showed a significant differ.ence 

players on the x2 
table was in 

between the 

relation to 

their effectiveness as a player when they became frustrated and angry. 

Only 15 percent of footballers perceived their effectiveness diminishing 

as they get frustrated and angry compared to 35 percent of the basket

bal lers. 

To the related qu~stion of whether players pe;rformed better when 

they became aggressive, 42 percent of football players answered in 

the affirmative compared to 30 percent of the basketballers. Silva 

(1979) found that subjects who exhibited aggressive behaviour and 

were behaviourally aroused showed poorer performance than did 
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subjects who did not exhibit aggressive behaviour. His study also 

found that arousa 1, which generally accompanies aggressive behaviour, 

can interfere with an individual's concentration which in turn can 

interfere with performance. 

6. Studies have concluded that the relative point spread between 

two team scores may have an effect upon aggression tendencies. A 

great point spread causes frustration and a greater probability of 

reactive aggression within the losing team players because winning 

is becoming out of reach. Very often, umpiring decisions given during 

this period can cause further frustration, especially if the losing 

team perceives them to be counter productive to their cause. Over 

70 percent of the athletes stated that frustration at decisions caused 

further fouls. 

C. GENERAL 

1. Many young people enjoy sport for the companionship, the game 

and the personal challenge, but for some, winning can be an important 

part of competition. This uncertainty of outcomes can place an enormous 

amount of stress and anxiety upon young athletes, which may cause 

acts that are not usual to the nature of that person. The emphasis 

on winning may encourage a negative view of others and discourage 

social interaction between young people. The importance placed on 

winning was not as evident in the questionnaire responses, for less 

than 50 percent of the adolescents saw it as an essential part of 

competing. 

2. Only 50 percent of the athletes saw themselves as good losers 

the majority of the time. For the remainder of the athletes, the 

feelings of disappointment or frustration, when linked to some external 

stimuli, could result in an unsportsmanlike reaction to an opponent. 

3. Umpiring decisions can have a great bearing upon the outcome 

of a game, and the resultant frustrations that the outcome may or 

may not provide. Over 50 percent of the athletes were less than 

satisfied with the overall standard of umpiring in their sport, with 

the basketballers being Jess critical. 

These results may mean that the standard of umpiring in this 

area is below standard for junior sport or that the expectation of 

the young athletes is such that they feel many decisions are incorrect 

in the heat of the competitive moment. Being in a state of physical 

and psychological arousal due to involvement could cloud their judgement 
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DISCUSSION TABLE 3. 

This table of results shows the responses given by the basket

ballers and footballers to hypothetical situations that could occur 

within the context of that sporting field. -

Basketball 

1. To the situation of a player making a fast break to the basket, 

a great percentage of players stated that they would play by the 

rules in this situation. A player with the ball has right of passage 

unless he can be stopped legally or moved from his line to the basket. 

Basketball is a 'non contact' game and as such, players are taught 

very early that the person with the bal 1 is protected by the umpire 

in his rights to maintain possession of the ball until such times 

as it is passed off or intercepted. Also, because of the nature 

of the game,the need for players to protect thems~ives is at a minimum. 

This leaves a player open to aggressive acts from opposition teams. 

For this reason, the umpires have the right to expel a player from 

the game for any overt act of aggression. A player also has a quota 

of fouls which if exceeded can see him out of the game. Because 

of the set up of the game and the speed of court movements, players 

tend to obey the rules and try to work players within the legal frame

work of the game. 

2. The question of losing a game by a wide point margin brings out 

the linking of arousal level and the frustration - aggression tendency. 

Being in an excited state through participation in competitive sport, 

the athletes are having their goal directed objective of winning 

blocked by the opposition. Trying to play the game out to the best 

of their ability was a response that was given by nearly all of the 

athletes. There was also a 43 percent response that frustration 

and aggression could occ~r when their goal became unobtainable. 

3. The question of an extemely close score and little time left 

provided mixed 

basketball is a 

as playing hard 

answers to the concept of aggression controls. As 

'non contact' game, the players may see aggression 

to win the ball without causing bodily harm. This 

type of play may in reality be assertive. The players may feel that 

it is easier to pick up a score to level the game even if a foul 
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is called against their team, because of the relatively small size 

of the playing court. 

4. Referees, no matter how good they may be, are capable of mistakes 

and 42 percent of athletes stated that, even if the mistake was at 

a vital time in the game, they would accept the call and play on. 

Continued mistakes and bad calls due to poor umpiring must cause 

frustration to players of both winning or losing teams. Frustration 

could be the stimui and bad calls could be the cue that causes an 

athlete to react angrily in a given situation. Over 50 percent of 

the respondents gave an answer that stated they could show their 

frustrations, at times, in this way. Very few athletes stated that 

they would channel their frustrations directly toward the opposition, 

and from this we may make the observation that in 'low contact' 

game situations, frustration may not always lead to aggression against 

an opponent. Other cues may be needed which lead to the initial 

aggressive act. 

Football 

1. The question of an opponent hitting a teammate, and the teammate 

being caught by the umpire and penalized for the re-taliatory act, 

found that 70 percent of the players would generally abide by the 

decision and not plan to retaliate agains~ the opponent. The act 

of retaliation can lead to counter retaliation which can result in 

heightened aggression. If an umpire intervenes and penalizes one 

of the two players involved, whether it be the initial aggressor 

or the player who is caught retaliating, the cycle is broken and 

the situation can be defused. 

2. In a game where physical contact may be used in an assertive 

or aggressive way, the overt use of contact can be a ploy to put 

an opposition player off his game. The use of such tactics in 

adolescent sport is prevalent and a worrying aspect of the game of 

junior football. At an age where differing maturation levels can 

result in quite extensive differences in physical size, the use 

of illegal physical contact can be a worrying thought to some smaller 

or slightly built adolescents. Even though nearly all the players 

stated that they would try to lift their own standard of play if 

an opponent was 
occasions, the 

playing well, 
use of overly 

there was 
aggressive 

also the 
acts would 

response 

be used 
that, on 
to try 
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and put an opponent off his game. 

3. In the game of football, the distance between scoring areas is 

much greater than in basketball, and if an aggressive act happens 

on a team's forward 1 ine, it can take a great dea 1 longer for the 

ball to be moved into the oppositions scoring area. If the ball 

is held up it can give teammates time to cover opposing players. 

This could partly be the reason why the footballers would not try 

to limit their aggression even if the scores were close. Territorial 

possession can be one instigator in trying to force an opponent into 

aggressive acts through frustrating their movements of the ball. 

If the ball is in a team's scoring zone and the defensive side gives 

away a free, the game can be lost. If the defensive side can thwart 

the forwards and get them frustrated enough to give a way frees, 

the ball can be moved out of the danger zone. 
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TABLE 4 

One of the aims of the study was to compare the perceptions 

of adolescents who play basketball and those who play football as 

a means of discriminating between situations. In this context, the 

null hypothesis is that there will be no significant differences between 

those adolescents who play football and those who play basketball 

in relation to aspects of aggression. To test the hypothesis, the 

multiple x2 
analysis was performed on the original data in Table 

2. 

Five attitude categories were originally chosen for the study. 

Th 1 1 f · x2 · · h 11 e 8Pnera ru e or setting up caregories is to ave as many ce s 

as possibl~ for the test will then be more sensitive. The limitation 

is that no more than 20 percent of the cells have an expected frequency 

smaller than 5.0, and no cell has an expe;cted frequency smaller than 

1.0. This does not mean that the observed or actual frequencies 

should not be small, only the expe;cted frequencies. 

Sirotnik, 1973). 

(Popham and 

When the original categories were tested (Always; Often; Sometimes; 

Rarely; Never) it was found that more than 20 percent of the cells 

had an expected frequency less than 5.0 and there were cells present 

with an expected frequency less than 1.0. 

From this, the author combined categories to have Always/Often; 

Sometimes; Rarely/Never for testing purposes. 

For the purpose ot the study and value below the 0.05 level 

is considered significant, and as such, a result of 0.02 or 0.001 

indicates that there is indeed a difference of considerable consequence 

between the responses of the football players and the basketball 

players to those questions. (X
2 

table is shown in appendix). 

In 16 ot the 21 questions put to the adolescent sportsmen, the 

null hypothesis was proved correct. There was no significant difference 

between the two sporting groups, and 

involvement in sporting contests. 

the way they perceive their 

There was a significant difference noted in five ot the questions 

and of these four were primarily in the area of aggression. 
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In answer to the questions; 

1. Do you enjoy the physical contact in sport? 

2. Do you ever try to be aggressive because of something that 

occurred in a previous game? 

3. Do you ever retaliate against an opponent in a game situation? 

4. Do you ever look upon your opponent as the enemy? 

The footballers in their responses showed less moral reasoning 

and greater tendencies to aggress both physically and non physically 

in sport contexts. One interpretation of this is that legitimacy 

judgements may be differentially influenced by self involvement. 

Athletes may perceive it to be more legitimate because it is an expected 

part of the self involvement of sport through the use of "game 

reasoning". 

High contact sport may discourage dialogue among competitors, 

thus facilitating a depersonalization of opponents. The informal 

combat mentality that often accompanies high contact sports encourages 

a negative view of others and discourages interaction between 

competitors. (Bredemeier, 1985). 

Basketball has as the basis of its rules that the person who 

has possession of the ball has rights to that possession until such 

times as he releases the ball, or it is taken from ·p.im by the oppos

ition without physical contact occurring. 

Gaskell and Pearton (1979) maintain that the greater the frequency 

of physical contact, the greater the likelihood that aggressive 

behaviour will be exhibited by athletes. The rules of basketball 

do not allow contact, and the major function of umpires in the sport 

is to identify and penalize any behaviour which falls outside the 

rules of the sport. 

If this penalty reinforcement is continually carried out from 

the player's earliest years of participation, a social learning effect 

(Bandura, 1973) should occur. The internal vicarious reinforcement 

of the penalty enforcing could have the function of lowering the 

aggressive tendency perceptions of basketball players. 

When athletes are opposed to one another in a sporting contest, 

there is always the possibility that aggressive acts can occur. 

Frustration may operate in athletic competition when each team or 

individual within the team attempts to block the goal seeking of 
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the. opposing team. If the athlete is in a state of high arousal, 

and there are aggressive stimuli in the environment, 

would be predicted that an aggressive response could 

no matter what the sport may be. 

then it 

follow, 

In any game situation where the outcome of the involvement is 

more important than the process of participation, there are frequent 

opportunities to be aggressive. Each sport however, is characterized 

by a particular complex of relationships and roles that may have 

differing impact on the participants. Basketball, being a low contact 

sport, may have for its participants 

reasoning or tendencies to aggress 

football. 

differing implications for moral 

than the high contact sport of 
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PART B 

The second part ot the study involved the observation and recording 

of any behaviour which passed beyond assertiveness on the playing 

field. The two groups observed were junior basketballers (under 

14 and 16) playing in a local roster and grade 7, 8, 9 and op£n football 

sides playing in a local and coastal roster. For the purpose of 

the observational study, athletic aggression was considered to be 

the initiation of an attack with the intent to injure within the 

realm of that sport. The form of the attack could be verbal or physical. 

This reactive aggression is an emotional response to an individual 

perceived as a threatening enemy or a frustrating rival. 

Over a five month ptriod, the writer attended 20 games of basket

ball and 26 games ot football chosen at random from the local rosters. 

From these sporting contests, some 20 incidents were observed that 

the writer deemed to be overly aggressive. The situation surrounding 

the act was recorded in detail, and at the conclusion of the game, 

the writer discussed the breaches of sportsmanlike behaviour with 

the young athletes. They were informed of the study that was being 

conducted, and that no action would be taken against them for their 

aggressive behaviour, and as such, they were asked to answer the 

questions truthfully. 

The following are but some of the answers to questions posed 

by the writer. 

1. A grade 8 footballer whose team was winning by well over forty 

points in the last quarter was observed to strike out an an opposition 

player. 

Question "Why did you hit the opposing player when your team was 

so far in front"? 

Answer "He elbowed me first and the ball wasn't even near me and 

I wasn't going to let him get away with that. Anyway, we were that 

far in front it didn't matter if I did get caught." 

2. A· basketball player deliberately charged an opponent early in 

the game and received an intentional foul. 

Question "The game was close and only five minutes old. Why did 

you give away that foul when the scoring of two points did not matter?" 

Answer "I wasn't going to let him score easy points and as you said, 

the foul didn't matter at that point in the game. 

him again, he may think about it and miss an easy shot." 

If I get near 

3. A football team that had been close to the opposition for half 

of the game were being easily beaten in the second half. Players 



that were 'ball getters' 

in the second half. They 

early in the game became very aggressive 

were seen to down opposition players after 

they had delivered the ball, as well as backhanding their opponents 

behind play. The use ot abusive language toward their own teammates 

as well as the opposition and umpires became excessive. 

Question "What was the use of swearing and dumping players the way 

you did late in the game?" 

Answer "We were being thrashed in the second half and nothing was 

going right and I got frustrated." 

Question "Why did you hit that player - he was much smaller than 

you were?" 

Answer "The little .••• was niggling me and being smart about the 

score, so I let him have one." 

Question "Why be abusive to the umpire? - he isn't going to change 

his mind and you were sent otf in the process." 

Answer "He didn't know what he was doing and half ot his free kicks 

weren't there, and the one's that were he didn't pc.y. 11 

N.B. The writer agreed in principle that the standard of umpiring 

was very poor and hard to follow, but this does not condone the player's 

behaviour. 

4. A basketballer became verbally aggressive toward the "young 11 

umpire and was given a technical foul. He reacted again and was 

disqualified from the game by the senior umpire. 

Question "You received a technical foul the first time and yet you 

continued on and were disqualified from the game - what was the use 

of it?" 

Answer "He's a hopeless umpire, he doesn't know the rules properly 

and I got frustrated with the calls going the wrong way." 

Question "Didn't you think of the rest of your team members?" 

Answer "No, I guess not, I got so mad that all I could think of 

was abusing him." 

5. A player was seen to hit an opponent but this was missed by the 

umpire. The opponent retaliated and was caught doing so. He was 

sent off for ten minutes. 

Question to player sent off "Why retaliate when you know that they 

are always the one to get caught?" 

Answer "I wasn't go to let him get away with hitting me. I gave 

him as good as I got. Anyway it was worth it." 
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Question to first aggressor "Why did you hit him in the first place?" 

Answer "We don't get on outside school and he had it coming. He 

thinks he's smart." 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

From the discussion with the players of both spc.rts it was found 

that a significant predictor of aggression was the amount of aggression 

directed by opponents toward the player. If an athlete perceives 

that the intent of an opponent is to inflict harm, then the athlete 

is more likely to respond with aggression against that opponent than 

if he perceives otherwise. To some players, this pe:rception of an 

opponent's aggressive intent may be more salient than such things 

as defeat and the compe:tition within the sport. Players who perceive 

that their opponent's rough play is intentional and designed to inflict 

pe:rsonal harm are more likely to respc.nd with aggression than if 

they perceive that roughness is accidental. 

This stood out clearly in the footballers discussions where 

many ot the players deemed some of the tackles from the opposition 

overly assertive and leading to deliberate intent to harm. This 

lead to retaliation and this reciprocity exists where the recipient 

of first aggression responds in kind, and a stage is set for counter 

aggression. 

The Frustration 

form of retaliation 

induced aggression which 

either verbal or physical 

by one of the following situations. 

brought about some 

was usually caused 

Many ot the athletes found wrong umpiring ciecisions very hard 

to handle particularly if they believed that they disadvantaged 

themselves or the team. 

A great losing margin produced higher probability of reactive 

aggression due to the 'out ot reach' situation. 

This can be linked to a player's arousal level. If their level 

is greater than optimum, it increases the strength of any emotional 

response. If aggression through frustration is present it can be 

heightened by the athlete's failure to get close to the opponent's 

score. 



It might be argued that a player's level of aggression can be 

tempered by fear of retaliation, but once aggression and counter

aggression begin, further escalation will result in heightened 

aggression. Athletes who participate in 'contact sports', and these 

days, basketball must be regarded as being in this category, are 

more willing to use aggression to gain advantages over an opponent. 

Through the personal discussions, it seems that internal constraints 

against aggressive behaviour in sport appears to be low, and frequent 

participation in the contact sports seem to maintain or reduce any 

inhibitions against aggression in sport. This may mean that young 

athletes are learning that aggiessive behaviour is considered to 

be a legitimate part of their sport and that it is alright to behave 

in that way. There needs to be a modification of the reinforcement 

structure within sports teams to change the young athlete's perception 

of using aggression as a step toward success in sport. This is very 

necessary if there is concern for the quality of sport and the 

participants rather than for the outcome or specific contests. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Compttition is today an all pervasive process, basic to our 

everyday style of living, and for this reason, tends to be ritualised 

within a variety of institutions. This is very evident in working 

environments, schools and within sporting bodies where themes of 

achievement can have high values placed upon them. It is within schools 

and sporting bodies especially, that young athletes are being organised 

by adults and asked to compete through institutionalised modes of 

individual and team sports. This competition where young adolescents 

learn to win and lose graciously, and cooperate with others, can 

be an imp0rtant socialization process. 

Competitive sports can also reveal the negative aspects of this 

social influence for it does make incredible demands upon a young 

athlete's physical, emotional and cognitive capacities. The uncertainty 

ot the outcome of competition is potentially stressful. This stress 

may be an experience that can lead to some young athletes displaying 

aggressive tendencies not usual to their general make up. This may 

be caused by the interference with the completion of a desired response 

by opposing forces. In the athletic environment there are a range 

ot cues which potentially have aggression provoking functions: 

From the questionnaire responses, and from the observation of 

game situations and player interviews, the writer found that 

frustration, and the perception ot aggressive intent on the part 

of an opp0nent, were the major instigators of athletic aggression 

in adolescent sportsmen within this area. 

This frustration is the result of the blocking of a goal directed 

response. It may take the form of internal blocking, which is the 

inability of the athlete to perform as desired because of nerves, 

his abilities, or lack of adequate motivation to perform. The other 

form is external blocking, and the major causes mentioned were the 

opposition players, the refereeing decisions, and the structure and 

state of the game. 

When frustration becomes associated with a 

situation, anger may be a probable response to 

frustration. This frustration can become a more 

competitive game 

the source of the 

1 ikely consequence 

when the outcomes of involvement are more imp0rtant than the process 

of particip&tion. 
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young 

Winning a 

athletes 

ot others and 

sporting contest can become an important part ot a 

participation, which can encourage a negative view 

discourage interaction. The importance of winning 

in compttitive sport was not as evident in the questionnaire responses 

for less than 50 percent of the young athletes saw it an essential 

part of competing. 

From the x2 
analysis it was shown that there was no significant 

difference between basketballers and footballers in the way they 

perceive their involvement in sporting contests except in response 

to areas of aggression. The· footballers in their responses showed 

less moral reasoning and greater tendencies to aggress both physically 

and non physically in sport contexts. 

When young athletes are in an aroused state due to their 

pa.rticipation, this may serve as a readying mechanism for aggression. 

The importance of arousal cannot be overemphasized, for a young 

athlete in this state is in a situation where some sort of frustration 

could, in the presence of an aggressive stimulus, trigger an aggressive 

response. 

Whether the sport being played is high contact (as in football) 

or low contact (as in basketball) in its origins, the adolescent 

in an aroused state may react to an opponents physical advances. 

This reaction may be to retaliate toward the aggressor with 

actions in kind. The writer found from the questionnaire respc.nses 

and game observations that this was more evident iQ the high contact 

sport of football. It was also found that the athletes ptrceived 

it to be more legitimate to aggress while in an engaged context. 

This could be the result of them employing •·game reasoning" into 

their consideration of that competitive situation. 

There appears to be a thinking on the part of the adolescents 

that they will lose their self esteem if they do not 'give as good 

as they get'. Since the intent to inflict injury is not implicit 

in most sports, it must be questioned whether this type of behaviour 

can realistically be justified. 

While it is interesting that many young athletes will resort 

to aggressive behaviour in sport, few appreciate being aggressed 

against. An examination of the reinforcement punishment structures 

in some sports indicate that even though they have formal rules against 

acts of aggression, they do not deter such acts completely. Some 

changes need to be made by administrators, coaches and officials 

to structures of junior sport than can encourage sanctioned deviance. 
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Recommendations for Controlling or Modifying Aggressive Behaviour 

in Adolescent Sport. 

Bredemeier's (1986) study revealed that sport particip&tion 

and sport interest by adolescents could be related to moral reasoning 

and aggression tendencies in both sport and everyday life. Sports 

structures that allow higher levels of contact encourage rough physical 

play through the nature of competition and the pressures that can 

arise from stimuli within the environment. This can lead to aggression 

and in turn is related to less mature moral reasoning. 

High contact in sports may raise the moral issue of others' 

welfare in a salient manner. Aggression in adolescent sport may 

reflect the significance that others place on the recognition that 

'toughness' is a. premium tor certain types of physical expression 

for boys. High contact in sports and its elite participc.onts may 

be elements used in the socialization of boys into men (Bredemeier, 

1986) adolescents interest in contact in sport may reflect their 

ptrceptions of what is valued for them by others. This was clearly implie:i 

in the resp0nses to Part B of the study, but negated by the resp0ndents 

in the questionnaire. The athletes may see aggression and moral 

reasoning as being more legitimate in the engaged context than in 

the hyp0thetical context. 

If an adolescent's moral development can be structured through 

the interaction of his thinking and the experiences that are put 

in front of him, then it is important to reflect on the significance 

that sport involvement can have on the physiological and psychological 

development of the adolescent. 

Young athletes develop their attitudes either from direct 

experience or from other peopi.e. Direct experience is most relevant 

to the development of the cognitive and the affective comp0nents, 

and other people are most relevant to the behavioural component. 

Attitudes, if they are to be changed, must be done by modifying any 

of the three components. Because there is a tendency for the components 

to be consistent, a change in one will be reflected in changes to 

the 

new 

other components. 

information, the 

The cognitive component can 

affective component can be 

be changed with 

changed through 

experiences that are pleasing to the attitudes that are being aimed 

for, and the behavioural component can be modified by changes in 



norms or by legislation. 

It was shown that the young athletes were rarely reprimanded 

for aggressive acts by their coaches or parents and consequently 

they may continue to view these acts as legitimate and develop little 

concern for other athletes. It is imperative that young athletes 

be given information that can help to change their attitudes toward 

aggression and its legitimacy within the sporting contest. 

AGGRESSION MODIFICATION 

A very important part ot aggression control and modification 

in young sportsmen can come from those people who exert a great 

influence on their future development both physically and psychol

ogically namely coaches, teachers, referees and junior sports 

administrators. These people must ensure that the benefits of physical 

activity are concerned with providing for young participants the 

opportunity for improvement of skill, cooper~tion in controlled 

situations, and enjoyment and satisfaction. The activities should 

not be for· the benefit of adults or members ot the adolescent's 

peer groups. 

1. If a young athlete can be taught to reduce his desire to aggress 

by modifying his thinking about the nature of competition, and his 

opponents, there can be a modification in mental attitudes. The 

young athlete must be atuned to make wental statements to keep himself 

calm if an opponent tries to be overly aggressive toward him. There 

can be thoughts of playing fairly and that playing v.tell is a better 

way to show the 

retalitory acts. 

opposition, rather than being reduced to aggressive 

These thoughts must be prepared and rehearsed before 

and during actual competition. 

It is during a game situation that the adolescent becomes aroused, 

and it is while he is in this aroused state that frustration and 

aggressive acts can occur. If this increased activation can be handled 

cognitively and adapted toward skill components in a positive way, 

an athlete can be 'psyched up' to perform well and use positive game 

related thoughts such as "skill beats aggression every time", or 

"I' 11 play the game properly no matter what he ,tries", instead of 

aggression. 
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With planning from his early years of competition through care 

from coaches, parents, teachers and administrative bodies, a young 

athlete may be taught to reduce his desire to retaliate after an 

aggressive response has occurred. The use of productive thought 

statements may help to reduce the annoyance and switch attention 

from the incident and back to the more important aspect of particip

ation. 

2. This brings out the importance that a coach can have in shaping 

the future development of the athletes in his control. He must have 

the ability to communicate his thoughts clearly and effectively. He 

must be able to develop a team respect for the ability of opponents 

as well as for the judgement of officials and opposing coaches. 

The coach who allows athletes to engage in acts of aggression must 

share the blame for such acts and should think twice before allowing 

this aggression to continue. 

It is preferable for a coach to stress self control and 

sportsmanship rather than hostility and violence. Because aggressive 

behaviour can be learned through reinforcement and modeling, it should 

also be able to be controlled or modified through the same processes. 

Coaching strategies could well be focussed on skill improvement and 

self control rather than potentially harmful and violent thoughts 

and behaviours. Because aggressive stimuli present in any sports 

eirvl1ironment can instigate a hostile response when a player is in 

a state of high arousal, coaches should be able to observe members 

of the team and note those stimuli that trigger aggressive responses. 

Not all team members will fall into the "at risk" category because 

of overly aggressive tendencies, but those that do should be singled 

out. It may be necessary to remove a player from the game when a 

triggering stimulus such as insulting language or physical blows 

become evident. The athlete may need to be calmed down before allow 

him to return to the game. 

A coach is a strong role model and as such he should not let 

his expectations for player behaviour appear to be supportive of 

aggressive behaviours. As well, he should ,not exhibit hostile behaviour 

in front of young athletes. The can be a reflection of coaching 

mood and action. The coaching behaviour can be a postive or negative 

model on team members. As such, it should be made' possible for all 



coaches of junior sports teams to hold current coaching certificates 

to Level 1 or 2 at least and attend ongoing seminars. These seminars 

could be organised with the central theme being the control and 

modification of aggression at these levels. 

Coaches must be concerned with the prevention of undesirable 

behavjour. The administration of aversive control could curb aggressive 

behaviour in respective sports teams, when excessive team or individual 

aggression occurred. Aversive control could be administered to players 

in the form of internal suspensions of varying intensities if a player 

is seen to digress by the coach or someone of authority within the 

team. 

3. The coach must be able to assess the temperament of his individual 

players, and modify the aggressive tendencies of those who have trouble 

once they are in a state of physical arousal through sporting involve-

ment. One very good method of doing so is the development of a self 

control contract. 

This can be a document that is mutually designed by the coach and 

the individual players. The document should be confidential between 

the coach and player and could list various potentially aggressive 

behaviour situations within the context of the sport being played, 

and define the pu.nishment that will occur if the player transgresses 

in the game. The punishment should be over and above any penalties 

administered by the umpires and should be potent enough to inhibit 

partially or completely the player's tendency to aggress. The player 

must realize that continued transgressions affect not only his potential 

as a player, but the ability of the team as a whole, and that the 

ultimate punishment will be being droppe:d from the team. If the 

coach makes being droppe:d the ultimate punishment for continued breaches 

then he must be prepared to carry this out with all playe_r_s. He 

must stress that the athlete is ultimately in charge of his own 

behaviour. We must remember that changing an athlete's self statement 

does not guarantee behaviour change. His thoughts must be changed 

toward desirability of self control. 

4. The referee or umpire in any sporting situation has an unenviable 

task to perform. Young athletes take to the competitive field in 

a state of physical·-and psychological arousal. It is while in this 

state that verbal or physical cues can trigger off aggressive responses. 

If compe:titors could be more in control of their own actions this 
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could reduce the responsibility that is thrust upon otficials. The 

umpires should help to control the flow of the game by having confidence 

in their own abilities by knowledge of the rules of the game. 

Regular clinics must be established emphasizing those umpiring 

skills such as quick decision making and consistent and objective 

administration of rewards and punishment so that aggressive behaviour 

can be curtailed. 

There could be authority given in junior sport to make the punish-

ment fit the crime. If an aggressive act is seen as severe enough, 

whether verbal or physical, that athlete can then be sent off for 

the remainder of the game. 

tendency of that athlete. 

This does not always reduce the aggressive 

The send off rule by an umpire could 

automatically mean a 1 - 3 week suspension from that and any other 

sport being played. Regulation could come from the controllers of 

junior sport in the area. This would help umpires in their efforts 

to curb overt physical and verbal aggression. 

Young athletes should be encouraged to undertake referee courses. 

This would give them far more insight into the governing rules of 

the sport and also into the difficulties involved in having to make 

split second decisions which can involve one or more participants. 

The requirement for frequent renewal and upgrading of umpiring 

certificates is one very important area that must be continued. 

As games change, the people in charge of young athletes must be up 

the task of officiating in a precise and correct manner. 

The previously mentioned ideas for modifying aggression are 

but a few of the possible solutions . to a growing problem. What 

is most important is that we can consciously change people's attitudes 

and charaacter so that they will make deliberate decisions to avoid 

confrontations. This may be done by educating young athletes parents 

and coaches against the type of behaviour that makes the benefits 

of physical activity less effective by placing too much emphasis 

on winning and creating undesirable forms of sportsmanship which 

includes hostile aggression which such an emphasis precipitates. 

Future research is needed to determine the viability of such 

ideas and their significance in the reducing of interaction within 

sport that may be counterproductive for moral growth. 
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APPENDIX 1 

The following is the questionnaire presented to the athletes. 

QUESTIONNAIRE - AGGRESSION IN SPORT 

Aggression is when you intend to physically contact and inflict injury 
to an opponent due to your own anger or frustration. 

Please circle: 

Your age 12 

The sport you play 

SECTION A: 

13 14 15 16 

Football Basketball Both 

The following list contains people or organizations who influence you 
in your sport. For each of them, rate their ability co cause you to 
be aggressive on the sporting field. 

You have a 5 point rating scale to work with. 

always often sometimes rarely never 

People who influence your aggression in sport. 

Put a cross through the appropriate answer. 

1. Referee/Umpire decisions Always Of ten S/times Rarely 

2. Your opponent(s) 

3. Your fellow players 

4. Friends (peer group) 

5. Coaches 

6. Father 

7. Mother 

8. Yourself 

9. Media (T.V. radio, paper) 

10. Well known sporting identities 

11. Spectators/supporters 

12. Older brother/sister 

SECTION B: 

Never 

The following questions relate to your personal attitude towards your own 
aggression in sport. Complete these in the same way. 

1. Are you an aggressive person 
in every day life 

2. Is winning a very important 
part of your competitive sport 

3. Does frustration with umpiring 
decisions cause you to foul or 
give away free kicks 

Always Often S/times Rarely Never 



Questionnaire (continued) 

4. Do you ever become deliberately 
aggressive in a sporting 
situation 

5. Do you enjoy the physical 
contact in a sport 

6. Do you ever look upon your 
opponent as the enemy 

7. Do you ever let out your 
personal frustrations on the 
sporting field against an 
opponent 

8. Do you believe people use 
aggression to gain attention 
from peers/friends 

9. Do you ever retaliate against 
an opponent in a game situation 

Always Often S/times Rarely Never 

10. Do you every try to be physically 
aggressive toward an opponent 
because of something that occurred 
in a previous -game 

11. Does the reality of aggression 
at senior level of sport worry you 

12. Do you perform better as a player 
when you become aggressive 

13. Does your effectiveness as a 
player drop away when you get 
frustrated and angry 

14. Is playing aggressively an 
important part of your sport? 

15. Are you ever reprimanded by your 
coach/parents for any aggressive 
acts on the sports field 

16. Do you get frustrated and angry 
on the sports field 

17. To what extent do you consider 
the umpire correct in his decis
ions in most games 

18. Do you become frustrated by your 
own mistakes 



Questionnaire (continued) 

19. Does the closeness of a game Always Often S/times Rarely 
cause you to become frustrat-
ed and aggressive 

20. Are you a good loser 

21. Do you become aggressive if 
an opposing team tends to 
do so. 

SECTION C: 

Never 

Read the following game situations and answer the questions, in the same 
way, for the sport you play. 

If you play both sports, complete both sections. 

BASKETBALL 

1. An opponent has a fast break and is heading for the basket. You are 
moving towards him 

a) Do you deliberately foul 
him to stop him scoring 

b) Let him score unhindered 

c) Try to put him off balance 
in the final move to the 
basket 

Always Of ten 

2. Your team is losing by a great margin 

a) Do you get frustrated with 
teammates 

b) Get aggressive towards the 
opposition 

c) Play out the game to the 
best of your ability 

S/times Rarely Never 

3. There is only a point difference in the game and very little time left. 

a) Do you curb your aggression 
for fear of causing your 
team to lose 

b) Play just as aggressively 

c) Try to get an opponent to 
be overly aggressive toward 
you 



Questionnaire (continued) Basketball 

4. The referee makes a decision at a vital time in the game that 
is a mistake. 

a) Do you accept the call and Always Of ten S/times Rarely 
play on 

b) React angrily 

c) Take your frustration out 
in an aggressive way 
toward the opposition 

FOOTBALLERS ONLY 

1. You feel that an opposition player deliberately hit one of your 
teammates. The umpire misses this, but sees your teammate 
retaliate, and gives a free kick against him. 

a) Do you abide by this 
decision. 

b) Retaliate against that 
player yourself. 

c) Plan with your teammate 
to retaliate 

2. You are playing badly and your opponent is playing well. 

a) Do you try to lift 
your own game 

b) Try to be overly aggressive 
to put him off his game 

c) Try to get him to become 
aggressive toward you 

Never 

3. The scores are less than a goal apart in the game and not much time left. 

a) Do you try to limit your 
aggression 

b) Would you try to stir your 
opponent to get an aggressive 
response towards you to 
receive a free 

c) Try to get your teammates to 
limit their aggression 



APPENDIX 2 

df 

-
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

.99 .98 .95 .00 

--------
.01157 .0'628 .()()393 .0158 
.0201 .0404 .103 .211 
.115 .185 .352 .584 
.297 .429 .711 1.064 
.654 .752 1.145 1.610 

. 
.872 1.134 1.635 2.204 

1.239 1.564 2.167 2.833 
1.646 2.032 2.733 3.490 
2.088 2.532 3.325 4.168 
2.558 3.059 ,3.940 4.865 

3.053 3.609 4.575 5.578 
3.571 4.178 5.226 6.304 
4.107 4.765 5.892 7.042 
4.660 5.363 6.571 7.790 
5.229 5.935 7.261 8.547 

5.812 6.614 7.962 9.312 
6.408 7.255 8.672 10.085 
7.015 7.906 9.390 10.865 
7.633 8.567 10.117 1tps1 
8.260 9.2J7 10.851 12.443 

8.897 9.915 11.591 13.240 
9.542 10.600 12.338 14.041 

10.196 11.293 13.091 14.848 
10.856 11.992 13.848 15.659 
11.524 12.697 14.611 16.473 

12.198 13.409 15.379 17 .292 
12.87!1 14.125 16.151 18.114 
13.565 14.847 16.928 18.939 
14.256 15.574 17.708 19.768 
14.953 16.306 18.493 20.699 

TABLE 

.80 .70 

Distribution of x2 

Probability 

..ro .30 .20 .10 

------------
.0642 .148 .455 1.074 1.642 2.706 
.446 .713 1.386 :uos 3.219 4.605 

1.005 1.424 2.366 3.~65 4.642 6.251 
1.649 2.195 3.357 4.878 5.989 . 7.779 
2.343 3.000 4.351 6:064 7.289 9.236 

3.070 3.828 5.348 7.231 8.555 10.645 
3.822 4.671 6.346 8.383 9.803 12.017 
4.594 5.527 7 .34.4 9.524 11.030 13.362 
5.380 6.393 8.343 10.656 12.242 ~4.684 

6.179 7.267 9.342 11.781 13.442 15.987 

6.989 8.148 10.341 12.899 14.631 17.275 
7.&J7 9.034 11.~40 14.011 15 .. 812 18.549 
8.634 9.926 12.340 15.119 16.985 19.812 
9.467 10.821 13.339 16.222 18.151 21.064 

10.307 11.721 U.339 17.322 19.:lll 22.307 

11.152 12.624 15.338 18.418 20.465 23.542 
12.002 13.531 16.338 19.511 21.615 24.769 
12.857 14.440 17.338 20.601 22.760 25.989 
13.716 15.352 18.338 21.689 23.900 27.204 
14.578 16~266 19.337 22.775 25.038 28.412 

15.445 17.182 20:337 23.858 26.171 29.615 
16.314 18.101 21.337 24.939 27.301 30.813 
17.187 19.021 22.337 26.018 28.429 32.007 
18.062 19.943 23.337 27.096 29.653 33.196 
18.940 Z!J.867 24.337 28.172 30.675 34..382 

19.820 21.792 25.336 29.246 31.795 35.563 
20.703 22.719 26.336 30.319 32.912 36.741 
21.588 23.647 27.336 31.391 34.027 37.916 
22.475 24.577 28.336 32.461 35.139 39.087 
23.364 25.508 29.336 33.530 36.250 40.256 

.05 .02 .01 .001 

------
3.841 5.412 6.635 10.827 
5.091 7.824 9.210 13.815 
7.815 9.837 11.341 16.268 
9.488 11.668 13.277 18.465 

11.070 13.388 15.086 20.517 

12.592 15.033 16.812 22.457 
J.4.067 16.622 18.475 U.322 
15 . .507 18.168 20.090 26.125 
l(i.919 19.679 21.666 27.877 
18.307 21.161 23.209 29.588 

19.675 22.618 24.725 31.264 
21.026 24.054 26.217 32.909 
22.362 25.472 27.688 34.528 
23.685 26.873 29.141 36.123 
24.996 28.259 30.578 37.697 

26.296 29.633 32.000 39.252 
27.587 30.995 33.409 40.790 
28.869 32.346 34.805 42.312 
30.144 33.687 36.191 43.820 
31.410 35.020 37.566 45.315 

32.671 36.343 38.932 46.797 
33.924 37.659 40.289 48.268 
35.172 38.968 41.638 49.728 
36.415 40.270 42.980 51.179 
37.652 41.566 44.314 52.620 

38.885 42.856 45.642 54.052 
40.113 44..140 46.963 55.476 
41.337 45.<19 48.278 56.893 
42.657 46.693 49·_5ss 58.302 
43.773 47.962 50.892 59.703 

For larger values of df, the expression "\/2x2 -v'2df - 1 may be used as a 
normal de,·iate with unit \·ariance, remembering that the probability for x2 
corresponds with that of a single tail of the normal curve. 

SOURCE: Table is reprinted from Table IV of Fisher & Yat~s: Statistical 
Tables Jor Biological, Agricultural, and Medical Research, published by Oliver 
& Boyd Ltd., Edinburgh, and by permission of the authors and publishers. 


